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Methane is produced from fractured coalbed reservoirs at Cedar Hill field in
the San Juan basin. Fracturing and local stress are critical to production due to
the absence of matrix permeability in the coals. Knowledge of the direction of open
fractures, the degree of fracturing, reservoir pressure and compartmentalization is
required to understand the fiow of fluids through the reservoir. A multicomponent
3-D seismic survey was acquired to aid in coalbed methane reservoir characterization.
Coalbed reservoir heterogeneities, including isolated pressure cells, zones of in
creased fracture density, and variable fracture directions, have been identified through
the analysis of the multicomponent data and integration with petrophysical and reser
voir engineering studies. Strike-slip faults, which compartmentalize the reservoir, have
been identified by structural interpretation of the 3-D P-wave seismic data. These
faults form boundaries for pressure cells which have been identified by P-wave reflec
tion amplitude anomalies.
The analysis of polarizations, traveltimes, and reflection amplitudes from the
shear-wave seismic data has allowed the identification of zones of variable fracture
direction and fracture density. There is good agreement between stresses inferred
from the structural interpretation and those indicated by the shear-wave polariza
tions. Reflection amplitudes have been calibrated to seismic velocities and reservoir
pressures through the use of petrophysical data taken from core samples.
Shear-wave anisotropy has been quantified over the reservoir zone using both
traveltime and thin-bed reflection response with excellent agreement between the
two methods. Crack densities computed from the anisotropy show two regions of
high crack density, one coinciding with a sealed overpressured cell, and the other
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in the region of the Hamilton #3 well. This indicates potential for monitoring the
production of coalbed methane reservoirs using multicomponent seismology.
New methods have been developed for the statistical analysis of pre-stack shear-
wave polarizations, post-stack polarizations, and the accurate determination of trav-
eltime anisotropy. The pre-stack polarization analysis method allows for rapid and
efficient determination of a dominant polarization direction. This method may also
be used to determine variations in polarization direction as a function of offset and
azimuth. The dominant polarization direction is in the same direction as the butt
cleats of the Fruitland coals, N40W.
The heterogeneous nature of the reservoir, as identified by varying fracture den
sity, pressure cells, and faults, helps to explain observed variations in well productiv
ity. The Hamilton #3 well and a twin of this well, drilled 92 feet to the east, show a
10-to-l constrast in productivity which cannot be explained solely on the basis of new
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1.1 Previous Work — San Juan Basin
Coal has a natural system of orthogonal fraetures referred to as cleats. Cleats
are opening-mode fractures in coal, perpendicular to bedding, which are equivalent
to joints in other sedimentary rocks (Tremain et at., 1991). The face cleats are long
continuous fractures while the butt cleats are shorter fractures which connect the face
cleats (Figure 1.1). This fracture system is critical to the production of methane gas
from coalbed reservoirs since there is almost no permeability associated with the coal
matrix itself (Law, 1993). The methane is adsorbed onto the surface of micropores
in the coal, and production requires fractures as the conduit to transport gas from
these surfaces in the coal matrix to the wellbore for production (Jones et al., 1988).
McKee et al. (1987) list four coal seam characteristics of importance to the
production of coalbed methane: gas pressure, gas content, coal seam thickness, and
permeability. The first three are characteristics of the coal's storage capacity for gas,
while permeability is a measure of the producibility of the gas in place.
Two properties of the coal matrix are important for the gas content and gas
pressure of a coal reservoir, the inorganic mineral content of the coal (usually referred
to as ash), and the rank, or thermal maturity, of the coal. Coals of increasing rank,
up to low volatile bituminous, have lower bulk densities (Jones et ai, 1988), greater
cleat frequency (Law, 1993), and a greater capacity for methane adsorption (Jones




Fig. 1.1. Schematic diagram showing relationships between face and butt cleats in
coal and carbonaceous shale. Note that the spacing of cleats in coal is less than in
carbonaceous shale (Modified from Law, 1993). Butt cleats, face cleats, and bedding
planes typically form an orthogonal set. The spacing between face cleats is comparable
to that of butt cleats (Law, 1993).
refiectance (Law, 1992), the ash content may be computed from the density of the
sample (Mavor, 1991). The ash content of a coal has a large effect on the density, the
total gas content, and cleat development of the coal. Coals in Cedar Hill field have
sufficient cleat development to produce gas if the density is less than 1.75 gr/cc and
the gas content is sufficient (Mavor, 1991).
The Cedar Hill field has the longest production history of any field in the San
Juan Basin, the most prolific basin for coalbed methane production in the United
States(Young et ai, 1991) (Figure 1.2). Coalbed methane has proven to be an im
portant natural resource in the San Juan Basin with estimated gas in place of 50 tcf
(Kelso and Wicks, 1988). The source rock and reservoir rock for the coalbed methane
in the Cedar Hill field area is the Upper Cretaceous Fruitland Formation.
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Fig. 1.2. Location of Cedar Hill field in the San Juan Basin. (Modified from GRI
1987-1988 Annual Report; Western Cretaceous Coal Seam Project, 1989) The area
of this study contains the Hamilton #3 well, in section 30, on the western edge of the
Cedar Hill field.
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Fruitland coal. Although the basal Fruitland coal seam appears to laterally contin
uous over the Cedar Hill field area, gas production rates are not evenly distributed.
Production is not simply related to coal continuity or thickness but is critically de
pendent on the presence or absence of a pervasive system of open fractures (Decker
et ai, 1988).
We may not assume that the cleat system always controls the direction of fiuid
movement in the coalbed methane reservoir when other fractures are present. Frac
tures have been shown to exist in coal at oblique angles to the cleat directions due
to subsequent variations in tectonic stress (Ayers, 1991). Independent determination
of the local open fracture directions is highly desirable for optimal well placement.
Laubach et al. (1991) recognized the difficulties of determining fracture patterns in
the subsurface using only subsurface geology and suggested that seismic methods,
in particular shear-wave seismology, could help in the subsurface characterization of
fracture swarms which were recognized in outcrop.
Although the San Juan basin has shown great potential for coalbed methane
production, and the identification of fractured zones is critical to well productivity,
refiection seismology has rarely been used as an aid in exploration and field devel
opment. Seismic data is useful for mapping basement faults in the San Juan Basin.
These faults are believed to have recurrent movement during the deposition of the
coals during the Upper Cretaceous (Huffman and Taylor, 1989). The understanding of
such movement is a requirement for the recognition of coal deposition patterns. Sub
surface geology, using well log correlations, has confirmed and extended knowledge
of faulting in southern Colorado (Ridgley, 1989). The dominant faulting directions
of northeast-southwest and northwest-southeast agree with the face and butt cleat
directions in the Fruitland coals (Decker et ai, 1989).
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Surface lineament analysis has also shown an east-west trend in addition to
supporting the northeast-southwest and northwest-southeast trends identified using
regional seismic and subsurface geology (Decker et ai, 1989) (Figure 1.3). It is difficult
to determine the relative significance of the lineament trends from the data presented.
Subsurface geologic mapping using well logs has been used to identify fractured zones
in the Cedar Hill field (Johnson, 1991). However, subtle faults and fracture zones
which control the development of permeability and reservoir compartmentalization
have not been identified using subsurface geology in this area.
Well locations in the Cedar Hill field are currently required to be in the north
east and southwest quadrants of each section (320 acre spacing), and are commonly
located on the most convenient surface location. A few miles away, in southern Col
orado, the spacing requirements changed to 160 acres due to evidence of faults in
the area (Western Oil World, 1992). Optimal well spacing in coalbed methane reser
voirs is strongly a function of reservoir permeability (Zuber et al, 1990). If zones
of enhanced permeability and boundaries to permeability are not recognized, regular
well placements may miss the most productive zones leaving much of the reservoir
untapped.
Production rates for coals at differing levels of stress show considerable variation
(Figure 1.4). Several authors have described the variation in coal permeability as a
function of hydrostatic stress (eg. Decker et ai, 1991; Durucan et al., 1993). Gash
et al. (1993) have examined the directional dependence of hydrostatic stress with
respect to the bedding and cleat axes. No reference has been found for investigations
into the effects of anisotropic stress on coal permeability.
A reservoir simulation study carried out over a portion of the Cedar Hill field has
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Fig. 1.3. Prominent linear trends using photogeologic techniques and data, geomor
phic linear features interpreted using aerial photographs, and major linear trends
mapped using satellite imagery for the Cedar Hill field (Modified after Decker et al.,
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Fig. 1.4. Peak gas production rates at the optimum producing depth. Modified from
Decker et al., (1991). Reduced stress is correlated with increased productivity for all
coal ranks.
et al, 1991). These permeabilities indicate a preferential flow in the northeast face
cleat direction. In the presence of sufficient overpressure, the coal is in a condition of
uniform stress. Both cleat directions would be open and the butt cleat permeability
direction would be about half that of the face cleat direction (Gash, 1993).
Research carried out by the Colorado School of Mines Reservoir Characterization
project has concentrated on understanding the permeability variations in Cedar Hill
field. Johnson (1991) identified zones of severe differential compaction as permeability
boundaries near the edge of the overpressured zone in Cedar Hill field (Figure 1.5).
The two zones in sections 25 and 26, T32N, RllW appear to be the same as faults
identified using the 3-D P-wave seismic data in section 30, T32N, RIOW.
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Fig. 1.5. Map showing location of possible severe differential compaction affected
zones (Modified after Johnson, 1991). This study is concentrated on section 30,
RlOW, T32N.
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corresponding to the butt cleat direction using shear-wave VSP data acquired in the
Hamilton #3 well. This result was counter to prior opinion (Young et ai, 1991),
but has been verified by this thesis. Pre-cavitation permeability tests from a well
at the COAL site agree with the northwest open fractures (Resource Enterprises,
Inc., 1991b), and the minimum stress direction for the San Juan Basin has been
documented as northeast (Wong and Humphrey, 1989).
Petrophysical studies of the Fruitland coals from the Hamilton #3 and Van-
derslice 100 wells have provided an understanding of the effects of reduced stress
decreasing seismic velocities in coal and the range of velocities expected for difierent
rock types (Pennington, 1992, 1993; Blott, 1992, 1993). The quantitative results for
coal velocities and the relationship between velocity, refiection amplitude, and stress
required this background work.
1.2 Previous Work — Seismic Anisotropy
Seismic shear-wave anisotropy has been an active topic for exploration geophysi-
cists since 1986, when exploration examples were presented to the exploration geo
physics community (Alford, 1986). At this time anisotropy was recognized as the
cause of poor data quality when data were recorded oblique to the natural polarization
direction. Previous work had related shear-wave anisotropy to aligned micro-cracks
in the earth (Crampin, 1981, 1985), to fracturing of reservoir rocks (Martin, 1986;
Martin and Davis, 1987) and to the productivity of fractured petroleum reservoirs
(Lewis, 1989; Lewis et ai, 1991; Cliet et ai, 1991; Li et ai, 1992). Winterstein and
Meadows (1990) showed that the direction of shear-wave anisotropy could vary with
depth. All of these efforts had concentrated on the relationship between anisotropy
and the traveltime differences between fast and slow shear-waves.
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The use of differential traveltimes between fast and slow shear-wave sections
has required the determination of anisotropy over thick intervals, between seismic
events containing the reservoir. The anisotropy of thin reservoirs cannot be directly
determined by this method. Lynn and Thomson (1986) suggested that reflection
amplitude variations between fast and slow shear wave datasets indicate the presence
of anisotropy. This technique was proven in the characterization of a fractured chalk
reservoir (Mueller, 1992), but other examples have not yet been published.
Most detailed descriptions of the determination of seismic anisotropy have used
vertical seismic profile (VSP) data (eg. Bush and Crampin, 1987; Kramer, 1991;
Molinero, 1992). VSP data are useful for the quantification of anisotropy as a function
of depth, but allow only a single spatial sample of the subsurface. Two-dimensional
surface seismic data has been used for the determination of the spatial variation of
the degree of anisotropy along the line of traverse (Martin and Davis, 1987; Gurch,
1989; Mueller, 1992; Li et ai, 1992). Results from one previous experiment have been
published about the use of a three-dimensional (3-D) seismic survey to determine the
spatial variation of the degree of anisotropy (Lewis, 1989; Lewis et ai, 1991).
Previous work using shear-wave splitting has shown well productivity associated
with the amount of overburden anisotropy (Li and Crampin, 1992), the amount of
time-delay anisotropy within the production zone (Lewis, 1989), and the amount of
fracturing associated with the variation in amplitudes between the fast, 51, and slow,
52, shear-wave reflections from the top of the fractured layer (Mueller, 1991).
No prior published accounts exist of the variation of the direction of anisotropy as
a function of spatial position, nor have any related the degree of anisotropy determined
from traveltime measurements to that determined from reflection amplitudes. This
work can only effectively be done using a 3-D survey. As demonstrated by Dahm and
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Graebner (1982), the use of 3-D data allows the spatial continuity (or discontinuity)
of events to be observed in geologic context, while these same events observed on 2-D
sections often appear as noise.
1.3 Current Investigation
A three-dimensional, multicomponent seismic survey was acquired by the Reser
voir Characterization Project (RCP) of the Colorado School of Mines Geophysics
Department in the Cedar Hill field, San Juan County, New Mexico in order to char
acterize the coalbed methane reservoir. The survey was conducted by Northern Geo
physical during October 25 - November 6, 1991. P-wave and orthogonal shear-wave
vibrator sources imparted the source wavefield at each source point and the data were
recorded by three-component receivers. Datasets recorded in this manner have been
termed nine-component datasets by Alford (1986). The RCP consortium previously
acquired similar datasets at Silo field, Wyoming (Martin, 1986; Martin and Davis,
1987; Lewis, 1989) and at South Casper Creek field, Wyoming (Benson et al., 1991).
The primary purpose of these multicomponent surveys has been to characterize frac
tured reservoirs through the analysis of anisotropy of the reservoir zone. In the case
of the Cedar Hill field, anisotropy is expected to be caused primarily by fractures in,
and above, the coalbed methane reservoirs.
Johnson (1991) has related variable sandstone and coal deposition to differential
compaction of the coals in this area. He has also shown that the proximity of sand
channels to the coals has infiuenced the development of fractures in the coals. The
ability to map such variations in lithology may be important in determining their
associated fracture zones in the coal beds. P-to-S velocity ratios have been computed
to determine whether such variations exist.
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The study location in the Cedar Hill area is of special interest due to the variabil
ity of reservoir pressure, well productivity, and structure in this area. The variation
in drilling mud weight in the area of the Cedar Hill field indicates an over-pressured
zone (Close, 1993). The transition zone from over-pressure to normal-pressure zone
occurs in the area of the 3D survey (Figure 1.6). Maximum month-by-month gas
production shows a trend similar to that seen in the mud weight map (Figure 1.7).
The primary purpose of this multicomponent survey over the Cedar Hill field is
to characterize fracture patterns within the coalbeds by identifying zones of varying
fracture density and direction. These fractures may be due to the open cleat system,
tectonic stresses, or differential compaction of the coals. This information should help
to explain variations in production and reservoir pressure. It is expected that such
information will be useful in determining well locations and production programs.
The determination of fracture parameters depends on the efficient analysis of
the multicomponent data. This research initially concentrated on the development of
methods for the analysis of such data. These include:
• Determination of the dominant direction of anisotropy
• Determination of variations from the dominant direction of anisotropy.
• Determination of the degree of anisotropy.
The first of these objectives should be met during the pre-stack data processing stage,
since the dominant direction of anisotropy is required to obtain the optimum signal-to-
noise ratio of the data prior to velocity analysis and residual statics application. It is
also possible to determine variations in polarization as a function of offset and source-
to-receiver azimuth which may indicate higher order anisotropy. If such variations are
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Fig. 1.6. Map of drilling mud weight in the Cedar Hill area (Modified after Sonnen-
berg, 1992). High mud weights may indicate overpressured zones. The Cedar Hill
multicomponent 3-D survey was designed to cover the transition zone from overpres
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Fig. 1.7. Map of maximum month-by-month gas production from 1982 to 1988. The
Cedar Hill multicomponent 3-D survey was designed to cover the transition zone from
good to poor productivity.
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done for VSP data (Bush and Crampin, 1987; Kramer, 1991). Data which fall outside
a range of source-to-receiver offsets or azimuths which show consistent polarizations
should be omitted from the stack in order to avoid degradation of the stack.
The second objective may be accomplished as a post-stack process. All four data
components of the shear-wave data must be stacked in order to allow post-stack po
larization processing of the data. Due to the requirement that true amplitude signals
must be preserved on all four data components, post-stack noise attenuation must
not be carried out and the data may not be migrated prior to polarization analysis.
Amplitudes of the cross-component datasets, which will have a low coherency, would
not be preserved through multi-channel processes.
The third objective is most effectively carried out on data with the best signal-to-
noise ratio, that is migrated data. The most precise timing and amplitude information
are required and the migrated data show these characteristics. The relative timing
between the fast and slow shear-wave data may be used to determine the velocity
variation between these two wave modes. The amplitudes of thin bed reflections may
also be used to derive the relative velocities of the two wave modes. The coals in
this area are thinner than one half of the minimum seismic wavelength. This gives a
thin-bed response for the coal reflection which is very sensitive to variations in coal
thickness and velocity. Both of these methods are used to determine crack densities
from the ratio of the slow-to-fast shear wave velocities.
Additional information relating to the coal bed thickness, ash content, rank,
fracture porosity, fluid content, and stress may be derived from the P-wave reflection
strength. These six factors are coupled, however, so a solution based on only P-wave
amplitude can only resolve the combined effect. All six effects give increased reflection
strength with better reservoir quality.
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A thicker coal will show an increase in reflection strength when the thickness is
less than tuning thickness. A coal with lower ash content will have a lower density
and lower velocity and will cause a decrease in its acoustic impedance, increasing the
reflection strength for any coal thickness. A higher rank bituminous coal has a lower
density (Jones et al. 1988) and greater cleat density (Law, 1993), causing a decrease
in acoustic impedance. Greater porosity will lower the density and velocity of the
coal. Lower stress has been shown to result in lower coal velocities (Yu et al, 1993).
A more compressible fluid content (gas) will lower the P-wave velocity due to the
reduced bulk modulus. All of these factors result in an increase in reflection strength.
All six effects will contribute to a better reservoir quality. A thicker coal will
contain more gas, if other parameters are held constant. A coal with lower ash content
has a greater gas storage capacity and will release the gas at a higher pressure than a
coal with higher ash content (Mavor, 1991). A higher rank bituminous coal will have
a higher gas content than a lower rank coal (Decker et al, 1991). Greater fracture
porosity will contain and transport more gas, up to a point, at which dewatering
becomes a problem. Greater micro-porosity will give the coal a greater capacity for gas
storage. Lower stress has been shown to cause an increase in fracture permeability and
porosity in coals (Gash et al, 1993). A coal which has free gas in the fracture volume
will not need the expensive dewatering process required by a water-saturated fracture
volume. Even though the cause of a higher P-wave amplitude coalbed reflection may
not be uniquely defined, it is indicative of better coal reservoir potential.
In the case of the Cedar Hill 3-C 3-D survey there is a very strong (2:1) P-wave
amplitude anomaly associated with a zone of increased fracture density. There is
additional information relating the six controlling factors. The primary causes of the
amplitude anomaly are reduced effective stress and increased fracture density.
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Coal bed thickness, as determined from well logs, shows little variation in this
area. The ash content of a coal may be computed from the density of the coal
(Mayor, 1991). The Hamilton #3 well does not show an anomalously low ash content
compared to the Vanderslice 100 well. An anomalously low ash content would be
required to explain the seismic amplitude anomaly. The rank of the core samples
from the Hamilton ̂ 3 well are not anomalous since they agree well with contoured
maps of the area (Scott et al., 1991). Variations in fracture porosity are related
to variations in fracture density which is computed from the shear-wave data. The
micro-porosity is dependent primarily on the rank and ash content of the coal, but
could increase due to a reduction in stress.
The one factor which is known to vary greatly in the region of the P-wave am
plitude anomaly is the stress. This has been established in terms of the variable
direction and degree of shear-wave anisotropy. A reduction in stress has been shown
to result in lower seismic velocities in coal. The reduced stress will cause an increase
in fracture porosity and micropore porosity, further reducing the P-wave velocity.
The reflection amplitude variations observed on the P-wave data may be modelled





A three-dimensional, multicomponent dataset was collected by the RCP con
sortium in the Cedar Hill area of San Juan County, New Mexico in order to study
the application of multicomponent seismology to the characterization of a coalbed
methane reservoir. The area selected for the survey included the Hamilton #3 well
which was the location of a nine-component VSP dataset the previous year. The
inclusion of the VSP was a critical part of the survey planning. A great amount of
data, including the VSP, full-waveform sonic log, high-resolution density log, and
Fruitland Formation core had been acquired from this well. The survey location was
planned to include a fault interpreted from well log correlations (Johnson, 1991) and
an overpressure-to-underpressure transition zone (GRI 1987-1990 Report).
Access restrictions forced by the topography and vegetation required that receiver
lines span a central ridge and sources remain in two east-west trending valleys. This
data collection geometry allowed continuous 3-D subsurface coverage over the zone
of interest, despite the limited access.
The survey was conducted by Northern Geophysical during October 25 - Novem
ber 6, 1991. P-wave and shear-wave vibrator sources were used to acquire a dataset
which contains three orthogonal source components recorded by three orthogonal re
ceiver components. Datasets of this type have been termed nine-component datasets




Primary objectives for the data collection of the Cedar Hill 3-D 3C survey were:
• Obtain 3-D coverage of an area which includes the Hamilton #3 well, since a
nine-component VSP, numerous logs, and core had already been collected in
this well.
• Span the zone from good to poor gas productivity. This corresponds to the
overpressured to normal pressured reservoir zone.
• Include the faulted zone interpreted by Johnson (1991).
• Tie as many wells as possible in the area.
• Maintain as even fold, oflfeet, and azimuth distribution as possible within the
restrictions imposed by the survey area.
These objectives were met, within financial constraints, despite the difl&cult ter
rain and restrictions imposed by the survey area.
2.3 Survey Design
The design of the Cedar Hill 3-D survey was carried out with the aid of the Field
Design^ software package. It was very important to have the use of such a survey
design tool due to the irregular source positioning requirements. A vertical seismic
profile had been collected during June of 1990 (Molinero, 1992). This VSP was useful
^ Field Design is a registered trademark of Seismic Image Software Limited.
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in providing information about the velocity profile and possible data quality since no
other previous seismic data were available for this area. A test line was included in
the data acquisition for parameter testing and as a "noise spread" for the analysis of
source-generated noise.
2.3.1 Survey Design Restrictions
Severe restrictions were placed on the design of this survey by the topography and
vegetation in the Cedar Hill area. Additional restrictions resulted from archeological
sites in the area. Regulations of the Bureau of Land Management required that cedar
trees covering the ridges in the north, central, and southern parts of the prospect could
not be damaged. This precluded the vibroseis sources and other vehicles from entering
these tree covered areas. This restriction required that the sources be confined to the
two east-west trending valleys which made up about forty percent of the survey area.
It was not possible to use sources in many areas of these valleys due to impassable
gullies, well sites, roadways, pipelines, and archeological sites. These valleys narrowed
to the west and became marshy to the east, closely defining the 6000 foot square area
allowed for the survey (Figure 2.1).
Operational limitations allowed a maximum of 750 recording channels (250 3-
component geophones) and approximately 750 source locations. A maximum geo-
phone interval of 120 feet was imposed by the instrument cables available.
2.3.2 Data Collection Geometry
The east-west trending ridge in the center of the survey area did not allow source
positions in this area of the survey. There was no restriction on receiver locations,
however, so receiver lines were laid north-south over the central ridge. Sources in the
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Fig. 2.1. Topographic map of survey area. The dark gray areas indicate wooded
areas where no source access was allowed. Modified from USGS Cedar Hill, New
Mexico quadrangle map.
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valleys could undershoot the ridge allowing continuous 3-D coverage of the survey
area (Figure 2.2).
The producing coals of the Fruitland Formation in this area lie at depths between
2600 and 2900 feet. This defined the desired source-receiver offset range of the survey.
A five-cable swath geometry with a cable interval of 600 feet gave the offset range
required. The offsets in the east-west direction were slightly shorter than the depth
of interest, while the maximum north-south offsets were longer. The actual offset
distribution from thirty-six representative records from swath-3 is shown in Figure 2.3.
The dominance (65 percent) of offsets are less than 3000 feet, with few (17 percent)
of the offsets greater than 4000 feet.
2.3.3 Data Collection Parameters
The parameters used in the data collection operations are listed in Tables 2.1
and 2.2. The geometry parameters were decided as described in the survey design
section, while those pertaining to the sources were determined from the parameter
testing during the acquisition of the test line.
Of special note are the instrument parameters pertaining to the "spectral shaping
filter." This unique feature of the I/O System One^ is the spectral shaping filter
which boosts higher frequencies at a predetermined rate. In this case, the frequency-
dependent amplification started at 10 hz with a slope of 6 db per octave until a
maximum of 12 db amplification had occurred. The maximum boost occurs at 40 hz
for these setting.
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Fig. 2.2. Map of data collection geometry. Sources are identified by open circles,
and receivers by solid dots. The location of the central ridge is defined by the central
east-west corridor with no source locations. Ridges and gullies on the north and south
boundaries of the survey required more source exclusions from these areas. Fruitland
coalbed methane wells are identified by a triangle around the gas well symbol.
Fig. 2.3. Histogram of source-receiver offset distribution, using thirty-si>
representative records from swath-3.
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Recording
Instruments I/O System One
Number of channels 750
Number of receiver stations 250
Low cut filter 3.0 hz 12 db/octave slope
High cut filter 180.0 hz 75 db/octave slope
Preamplifier gain 48 db
Spectral shaping filter 10 hz start, 12 db boost, 6 db/octave
Hi-line eliminator 60 and 120 hz
Correlation after vertical stack
P-wave vibrators
lype Buggy mounted Mertz M-13
Electronics Pelton Advance I Model IV
Peak force 44250 pounds
Sweep frequency 16 — 120 hz
Sweep length 8 seconds
Sweep number 10
Listen time 4 seconds
S-wave vibrators
Type 6-by-6 mounted Mertz M-18
Electronics Pelton Advance 11
Peak force 30900 pounds
Sweep frequency 8 — 60 hz
Sweep length 8 seconds
Sweep number 10/8
Listen time 8/6 seconds
Geophones
Type Sensor SM4-10 3-component
Frequency 10 hz
Array Single point receiver
Table 2.1. Data collection parameters 1.
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Geometry
Receiver line direction North - south
Receivers per line 50
Active lines per swath 5
Receiver spacing 120 feet north - south
Receiver line spacing 600 feet east - west
Source line direction East - west
Source position spacing 240 feet east - west
Source line spacing 120 feet north - south
Number of stack lines 100
Number of CDPs per line 100
Maximum design fold 38
Average design fold 16
Table 2.2. Data collection parameters 2.
2.4 Field Operations
Field operations were begun by Northern Geophysical on October 25 and finished
on November 6, 1991. A total of 675 P-wave and 1365 shear-wave production records
were acquired. Difficult terrain precluded the acquisition of records at several points
along the southern edge of the prospect.
2.4.1 Sources
The P-wave vibrators were buggy-mounted Mertz M-18 vibrators rated at a peak
force of 44250 pounds with Pelton Advance II electronics. The shear-wave vibrators
were Mertz M-13 vibrators mounted on 6 by 6 chassis with a rated peak force of 30900
pounds with Pelton Advance I model IV electronics. The vibrators were rented from
COG American Services Inc. For the shear-wave vibrators, first motion (positive
polarity) of the source was to the right-hand side of the truck referenced to the
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forward direction of the truck.
2.4.2 Geophones
Single three-component geophones were used at each receiver station. The geo
phones were Sensor model SM4, 10 hz three-component geophones, provided free of
charge by Halliburton Geophysical Products, Calgary. The polarity of these geo
phones was such that an upward displacement resulted in a negative voltage for the
vertical geophone. The horizontal geophone polarity was consistent with the "right-
hand rule", the vertical geophone representing the upward pointing thumb. Please
refer to Figure 2.4 for a schematic diagram of the geophone case and the polarity
convention for both sources and receivers.
2.4.3 Source and Geophone Orientation
One critical aspect of multicomponent seismic data collection is the proper ori
entation of the geophones and sources to a consistent reference frame. If the sources
and geophones have not been placed in a consistent direction, polarization analysis is
not possible. This is one of the primary reasons for using single three-component re
ceivers for each location rather than arrays of receivers as is the norm for conventional
reflection seismic data acquisition. It is a more realistic goal to have one geophone
properly oriented and planted than an entire array. If the geophones in an array are
not oriented to a consistent direction, then the total response of the array will be
diminished relative to a single geophone.
Examination of the geophone plants in the field showed that the orientation of
the geophones was very consistent. Most of the geophone directions were consistent












Top View of Geophone
Station 1
Fig. 2.4. Source and receiver polarity schematic. Note that the line direction is
south, the 3-component geophone schematic is viewed from the top, and the vibrator
baseplate motion is to the right. Modified after Czarnecki (1992a).
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direction. Less than five of the geophones examined, from the 250 geophone locations
in swath-1, deviated from the specified direction by more than three degrees. These
errant geophones were all planted on the central ridge of the survey area where the
direction was difficult to determine due to dense trees blocking the view of the line.
The geophones were aligned by sighting along the top of the geophone in the
direction of the geophone line. It was determined in the field, by comparison with
compass measurements, that the geophones could be aligned to an accuracy of about
one degree by this method. Where the line could not be sighted accurately, due to
obstructions, a sighting compass was used to align the geophones to the direction of
the geophone line.
The shear-wave sources were positioned in either a north-south or east-west
direction as required for crossline or inline particle motion respectively. The sources
were positioned by the driver aligning the vehicle with the source location stakes
which were laid in a north-south and east-west grid. A "swamper" was used to
assist the driver in properly positioning the vibrator at the surveyed source location.
Examination of vibrator pad marks from swath-1 indicated that the vibrators had
lined up within five degrees of the correct direction. The average error appeared to
be about three degrees.
2.5 Data Collection Operations
The first data to be collected were sweep tests using both shear and compressional
wave vibrators positioned near the test line. Geophones were laid out along the test
line at 10 foot intervals. Table 2.3 contains a listing of the sweeps which were tested
to determine the optimum bandwidth for production recording. The selected P-wave
sweep had a bandwidth of 16 - 120 hz, a sweep length of 8 seconds, a listen time of 4
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P-Wave Sweep test parameters
Start Frequency 8 16 16 16
End Frequency 60 120 120 120
Sweep Length 8 8 8 8
Number of Sweeps 8 8 10 12
S-Wave Sweep test parameters
Start Frequency 8 8 8 8
End Frequency 60 60 60 60
Sweep Length 8 8 10 10
Number of Sweeps 8 10 10 8
Table 2.3. Sweep tests for P-wave and S-wave sources.
seconds, and a sum of 10 sweeps per source location. The selected shear-wave sweep
had a bandwidth of 8 - 60 hz, a sweep length of 8 seconds, a listen time of 8 seconds,
and a sum of 10 sweeps per source location. During the collection of swath-3, the
number of shear-wave sweeps was reduced to 8 and the listen time was reduced to 6
seconds in order to speed the recording operation.
Initial attempts were made to operate the P-wave vibrators during the night in
order to increase the production rate as was done during the collection of the South
Casper Creek 3-D survey (Davis, 1992). The terrain proved too difficult to do this
safely, however, so the practise was abandoned early in the operations. Mechanical
problems with the P-wave vibrators prevented their use in collecting compressional
wave records from source positions in the southeast corner of swath-3 during the final
two days of operations.
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2.6 Results
The data quality for both P-wave and shear-wave sources was excellent. The
data quality in swath-3 was better than that from swath-1. Swath-2 showed data of
intermediate quality. There are several possible reasons for the improvement in data
quality on the eastern side of the survey:
• The weather was hot and dry before and during the collection of the data in
swath-1. This hot dry weather, in conjunction with the loose sandy soil in the
valleys, resulted in poor source and receiver coupling. Cooler weather, snow,
and rain contributed to better source and receiver coupling later in the survey.
The surface topography is not quite so variable on the eastern side of the survey
area as on the west. The central ridge has considerably more relief on the
western side and the valleys are narrower than in the east.
• Processing and interpretation of the data has revealed that there are differences
in reflection amplitude and structural continuity of reflection events over the
survey area. Structural interpretation of the processed P-wave data reveals
that there is less structural complexity of the coalbed reflections on the eastern
side of the survey than there is to the west. There are two major faults on
the western side of the survey which decrease in vertical displacement towards
the east. The reflection response of the coalbeds near these faults will be less
coherent where the faults have the greatest displacement. The amplitude of
the coalbed reflection in the southwest corner is considerably less than over
the rest of the survey area. The lower amplitude will result in relatively lower
signal strength given a constant noise level. Both of these factors will give the
appearance of poorer data quality.
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The test line showed data quality similar to that of swaths 2 and 3 in the region
where it was collected. Since swath-1 was collected after the test line and before
swaths 2 and 3, it appears that the weather was a less important issue than the
position of the data collection spread and the underlying geology.
The final migrated shear-wave data did not show significant bandwidth above
30 hz, although the vibrator sweep used in the field extended to 60 hz. It is recom
mended that future shear-wave surveys in this area not sweep beyond 45 hz in order
to concentrate energy in the frequency band where it will be most effective. This will
allow half an octave above the expected maximum frequency in case higher frequency
reflections are encountered. The parameters used for this survey were conservative,





The P-wave and shear-wave data from the Cedar Hill 3-D survey were processed
by Golden Geophysical Corporation at their offices in Golden, Colorado. The data
were moved to Golden's Houston, Texas office for the latter half of the shear-wave
data processing, but the processing was still managed from Golden. Chuck Czamecki
and Walt Lauer were responsible for the data processing (Czarnecki, 1992a, 1992b;
Lauer and Czarnecki 1992). Bob Shurtleff (1992a) analyzed pre-stack polarizations
of the shear-wave data. This chapter documents the work carried out by Golden
Geophysical Corporation which was supervised by Dr. Tom Davis, Bob Benson, Ed
Blott, and Edward Shuck from Colorado School of Mines.
Important steps in the processing of the shear-wave data were:
• Pre-stack polarization analysis.
• Shot record editing.
• Pre-stack deconvolution testing.
• Field statics.
• Residual statics.




3.2 Pre-Stack Polarization Analysis
Polarization analysis of the shear-wave data was carried out before stack in order
to determine the principal direction of anisotropy. A knowledge of this direction is
required for further processing of the data since the greatest coherency of the data
will be obtained only after polarization of the data in the principal direction (Alford,
1986; Lynn and Thomson, 1986). The data must be polarized before application of
residual statics and velocity analysis in order to obtain meaningful results from these
processes. The polarization of the data is also diagnostic of higher order anisotropy
which will cause variations of the polarization direction as a function of source to re
ceiver offset and azimuth (Crampin, 1985; Bush and Crampin, 1987). Determination
of polarization variations as a function of offset and azimuth is only possible using
pre-stack data. Since CDF stack averages the data, only offsets and azimuths with
consistent polarizations should be stacked.
Bob Shurtleff at Golden Geophysical carried out an analysis of polarizations
using selected records from swaths 2 and 3 (Shurtleff, 1992a). This analysis required
the visual selection of records which showed the best signal-to-noise ratio identifiable
on the four-component data. All field records were examined for coherent shear-wave
refiection events, and thirteen records which showed the best signal-to-noise ratio
were chosen for polarization analysis. Six of these records were from swath-2 and the
other seven were from swath-3.
Polarization analysis was performed on selected traces from these records. The
criterion used to determine the optimum polarization direction was the maximiza
tion of the energy ratio between the principal and off-diagonal components of the
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rotated data matrix. The ratio between the maximum and minimum energy ratios
was used to identify the best quality polarizations used. The best quality polariza
tions fell into two groups, -40 degrees and 4-40 degrees. After correcting the -1-40
degree group for the fast shear-wave direction, the average polarization direction
was determined to be -40 degrees, which is in excellent agreement with the value of
-41 degrees determined from the analysis of the VSP data from the Hamilton #3
well (Molinero, 1992). Shurtleff determined that the polarization direction was not
dependent on source-receiver offset. Polarizations were also tested with and with
out four-component deconvolution (Kramer, 1991) prior to the polarization. The
maximum to minimum energy ratio was reduced, but the polarization direction was
unaffected. This indicated a reduction in signal-to-noise ratio of the data due to the
deconvolution.
All data were polarized to the -40 degree azimuth before velocity analysis or
residual statics were run. Independent work on pre-stack polarization analysis was
carried out as part of this thesis and is described in the next chapter. This work is
in excellent agreement with that described above.
3.3 Pre—Stack Processing
Deconvolution parameter tests were carried out to determine the deconvolution
most appropriate for these data. These tests included both whitening and gapped
deconvolution using varying operator lengths and white noise levels. It was decided
that the signal-to-noise ratio of the data was being degraded by all the deconvolution
operators tested, and therefore no deconvolution was applied prior to stack.
The lack of success with pre-stack deconvolution may be understood on exam










Table 3.1. Stack mute parameters for S-wave data.
near ofifeet traces and strong first arrival energy on the long offset traces interfere with
the coalbed reflections. This noise interference causes variations in the deconvolution
operators. Compounding this problem is the nature of the reflection sequence on this
dataset. The only significant reflections are those from the coalbeds in the Fruitland
Formation. Any reflections above or below this coalbed sequence are very minor in
comparison. Therefore the assumption of a white reflection sequence, required by sta
tistical deconvolution, has been violated. Attempts to whiten this colored reflectivity
sequence are at the expense of the basic reflection sequence. The tests of polarization
analysis with four-component deconvolution also indicated that the signal-to-noise
ratio of the data was reduced by the application of pre-stack deconvolution.
Near offsets less than 550 feet and far offsets greater than 4000 feet were edited
in order to reduce the amount of source-generated noise included in the stack. The
first arrival mute used prior to stack is listed in Table 3.1.
3.4 Statics and Velocities
The pre-stack polarization of the data and the determination of appropriate
source and receiver statics and stacking velocities were the most important and time
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Fig. 3.1. Shot record #410 from swath-3, using inline source, displayed with true
amplitude recovery applied. Note the strong first arrival energy and source-generated
noise on the near offset traces. The coalbed reflections may be seen at about 1100 to
1300 ms two way time on the near offset traces, 1300 to 1500 ms for longer (4000 ft)
offsets.
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consuming parts of the processing for these data. Chapter 4 of this thesis describes an
efficient means of determining the dominant direction for the pre-stack polarization
of the data. The development of an efficient means for the computation of consistent
shear-wave statics for both fast (SI) and slow (82) datasets would greatly aid the
processing of future surveys.
The initial statics used for the shear-wave data were derived from the total statics
applied to the P-wave data. The statics applied to the P-wave data were multiplied by
a range of scalars, from 1.5 to 2.5 by increments of 0.1, corresponding to possible P-
to-S velocity ratios for the weathering zone. The scaled statics were applied to a shot
record with good reflection signal and the scalar which gave the smoothest reflection
events was chosen as the S-to-P static ratio. A scalar value of 2.0 was chosen to scale
the total P-wave statics for the fast (81) shear-wave data initial statics. These statics
were applied to correct the data to a processing datum elevation of 6300 feet using
replacement velocity of 4500 feet/second.
The data were stacked and velocity analyses run at nine evenly-spaced locations
over the survey area (Figure 3.2. The newly picked velocities were applied to the data
and residual statics were run on the 81 data. A constant-time correlation window
of 900 to 1700 ms was used for estimation of the statics. The pilot trace used for
crosscorrelation was a sum of the traces in a five-by-five square centered on the trace
to be correlated. The maximum static search allowed was 48 ms.
The statics were examined for obvious cycle skips which were corrected. The
sequence of velocity analysis and residual statics was then reiterated three times.
The differences between the last two runs of residual statics were minor, and so it
was determined that the statics and velocity analysis iteration had converged.
The 81 statics were used as the initial statics for the (82) data. The subsequent
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Fig. 3.2. Velocity analysis locations.
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residual statics runs converged quickly for the S2 data. Velocity analyses were run
independently for the S2 data and the velocities were noted to be about 2 percent
slower than the Si velocities. This value is consistent with the degree of anisotropy
noted in Chapter 6.
The S2 data appeared to have a better signal-to-noise ratio than the Si data
after residual statics. This is opposite to the observations from previous surveys at
Silo field, Wyoming (Lewis, 1989; Martin, 1986). In the case of Silo field, however, the
target was a high-impedance chalk. Fracturing in the chalk would cause a lowering of
its impedance and reduce the amplitude of the chalk refiections in the S2 direction.
The coals at Cedar Hill give a low-impedance refiection. Fracturing of the coals
will reduce this low impedance in the S2 direction, resulting in a stronger negative
refiection, and increasing the signal-to-noise ratio for coalbed reflections.
The source and receiver statics were examined for consistency between the SI
and S2 datasets. Any sources or receivers which showed more than 20 ms of static
difference between the Si and S2 datasets were deemed to have significant static
errors on one of the two datasets and the corresponding source or receiver from both
datasets was edited. This insured the static consistency of the two datasets.
One concern about using separate statics for Si and S2 was that the low-
wavenumber (long-wavelength) static response for the residual statics estimation
would be different for the two datasets. This is a common source of misties be
tween 2-D lines in conventional seismic processing. The residual statics computation
was constrained so that only short-wavelength (three to four CDPs) statics were
computed (Lauer, 1992). These short-wavelength statics would not cause systematic
timing differences between the Si and 82 datasets.
In order to ensure that the use of the scaled P-wave statics did not introduce
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cycle skips, the residual statics were run again using elevation statics as the initial
statics, instead of the scaled P-wave statics. The final velocities derived through the
previous iterations of statics and velocity analyses were used. The data from the
previous statics iterations, which used the scaled P-wave statics, had better signal-
to-noise ratio than in this latest iteration. It was concluded that the initial statics
(derived from the P-wave data) had helped the residual statics solution and these
statics were used for the rest of the processing.
Four data components were stacked: SI, 82, D1 (first off-diagonal), and D2
(second off-diagonal) components. The statics computed for each of the 81 and 82
components were applied and the velocities appropriate for each of these components
were used in the application of the normal moveout correction (NMO). The two off-
diagonal components required the cross components of the source-receiver statics.
The off-diagonal component, recorded with source in the same direction as 81 and
receiver in the same direction as 82 (Dl), required the source statics from 81 and
receiver statics from 82. The other off-diagonal (D2) required the source statics from
82 and the receiver statics from the 81 data. The velocities used to stack both off-
diagonal components were the average of the 81 and 82 velocities.
The off-diagonal components have a low signal strength due to the dominance
of the energy being polarized to the principal diagonal components (81 and 82). The
only purpose in stacking all four data components individually is so they may be used
in post-stack polarization analysis (chapter 6). The relative amplitude and phase of
each component must be preserved throughout processing so that this analysis may
be accomplished. Any processes, pre-stack or post-stack, which change the relative
amplitudes or phases of the different data components will change the output of the
polarization analysis. For this reason, no data-dependent (as opposed to determinis-
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tic) filtering processes, including velocity filtering and single channel deconvolution,
should be applied. The four-component deconvolution described by Kramer (1991) is
the only data-dependent deconvolution which will retain the relative amplitude and
phase of the four data components.
3.5 Post—Stack Processing
Post-stack deconvolution tests were performed using whitening and gapped (pre
dictive) deconvolution with varying noise levels and operator lengths. Whitening de-
convolution with a 200 ms operator length and one percent white noise was chosen
for application to the data.
Spatial predication error filtering (FX-decon) was applied to improve the signal-
to-noise ratio of the data before migration. The data used for post-stack polarization
analysis (chapter 6) were extracted before this processing since multichannel noise
attenuation processes would alter the amplitude ratios of the four-component data.
3.6 Migration
Both frequency-wavenumber (Stolt or FK) migration and finite difference (FD)
migration methods were tested. The FD migration was chosen since it appeared
to have reduced edge effects compared to the FK migration. The migration was run
using a two-dimensional FD migration in the inline direction (north-south) followed by
another FD migration in the crossline direction. The velocities used for the migration
were the smoothed unsealed stacking velocities.
The P-wave data were phase corrected and tied to the VSP data from the Hamil
ton #3 well (Molinero, 1992). No phase correction was required for the shear-wave
3-D data to tie the shear-wave VSP data (Blott, 1992b).
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3.7 Results
The quality of the processed P-wave data from the Cedar Hill 3-D survey is
excellent. The quality of the shear-wave data is superior to any previously collected
by the Reservoir Characterization Project. Please refer to Appendix A for examples
of migrated P, SI, and 82 line sections.
The existence of only one package of reflection events corresponding to the Fruit-
land coalbeds has made the processing more difficult. It is particularly difficult to
ensure that the solution for the source and receiver statics is correct when only one
narrow reflection sequence exists. Great care was exerted in the processing to ensure
that the statics were consistent for the two shear-wave datasets, 81 and 82. This
consistency of statics is critical to later processing for the analysis of polarization di
rections and the degree of anisotropy. If 81-82 static inconsistencies are allowed, these
will appear as timing variations between the two datasets and will cause errors in the
computation of anisotropy from 81-82 time differences. Any timing inconsistencies
between 81 and 82 will also cause errors in post-stack polarization analysis, since this





Four-component rotation software was implemented under Advance Geophysi-
cal's ProMAX^ software system, allowing for the simultaneous rotation of two orthog
onal horizontal shear-wave sources recorded by two horizontal orthogonal receivers.
This rotation method is also known as the Alford rotation after the publication of
the method by Alford (1986). The software was developed as part of this study and
is distributed to those members of the RCP consortium who have supported this
research (Shuck, 1993).
The four-component rotation method is used to determine the optimum polariza
tion direction by application to data using variable trial polarization directions. The
direction which shows the highest ratio of principal to olF-diagonal components of the
data matrix is judged the optimum rotation. This optimal direction then corresponds
to the natural polarization direction as defined by Winterstein (1990).
This method was applied to the test line from the multicomponent data acquired
at Cedar Hill. The optimum polarization direction was found to vary with offset in
the direction of the test line. More analysis using 3-D geometry showed results which
give a similar polarization direction to that shown by the near offsets of the test
line, but do not show a clear indication of the coherent variation of the polarization
direction with offset. This apparent dependence of the polarization direction with
^ProMAX is a registered trademark of Advance Geophysicfil Corporation.
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oflfeet on the test line is attributed to variations of the direction of anisotropy as a
function of subsurface position. The polarization direction, computed from the 3-D
data, becomes poorly defined at offsets beyond 4000 feet. These longer offsets were
not recorded on the test line. The 3-D data were limited to this maximum offset before
CDP stack in order to avoid degradation of the nearer offset data. Both the test line
and the 3-D data agree with the polarizations determined from the Hamilton ̂ 3 VSP
(Molinero, 1992) and from an independent analysis of the 3-D data (Shurtleff, 1992a).
4.2 Rotation Method
The rotation method may be described by the matrix representation as originally
shown by Alford (1986):
51 D1
D2 52 )
Where R{9) is defined as:
^  I TU T12 ,
= R^e) I I R{e)
T21 722
m =
^ cos(9) — sin(0)
y sin(0) cos{9)
or not so concisely, but more directly as implemented, by weighted sums of the four
input components:
51 = Tllcos'^9+ T22sm^9 + sm9cos9{T12 + T21)
52 = 711sin2^-|-722cos2^-|-sin0cos0(712-|-T21)
D1 = T12cos^9-T21sm^9-\-sm9cos9{T22 + Tll)












4.2.1 Determination of Azimuth
In order to determine the polarization azimuth from the input data, it is neces
sary to rotate the data using a suite of discrete azimuths, determine the best azimuth
from this suite, and interpolate for the optimal azimuth between these discrete sam
ples. In order to determine the best azimuth, a quality measure must be established
for each rotation. One common measure of polarization quality is the ratio of princi
pal component energy to cross-component energy (Winterstein, 1989; Shuck, 1991).
This measure of energy ratios allows for the determination of the principal axis to
the nearest quadrant, but cannot resolve whether the direction indicated is the fast
or the slow shear-wave direction. It is necessary to compare the fast and slow shear-
wave data output from the rotation to determine which is actually the faster compo








Fig. 4.1. 81-82 delay time compared with the ratio of principal to cross compo
nent amplitudes. The 81-82 delay time may be used to determine the polarization
direction absolutely, since the period is 180 degrees. The ratio of principal to cross
component amplitudes has a 90 degree period and gives greater resolution of maxima
and minima.
this relationship between the fast-slow shear-wave delay time and the principal-cross
component amplitude ratio. The period of the delay time is 180 degrees while that
of the amplitude ratio is 90 degrees. The sinusoidal nature of the functions makes
accurate interpolation possible.
4.2.2 Assumptions
In the determination of azimuth, we assume that the two shear-wave sources
have equal source strength, that the two horizontal receiver components have equal
coupling, and that the cross components will be minimized at the optimum polar
ization direction. It has been shown that variations in source strength do not have
a large effect on determination of the polarization direction (Choi and Gangi, 1991).
In addition, we have assumed that if one of the principal components shows much
stronger energy than the other, when gated for reflection events, the cause of this
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amplitude difFerence is noise. This last assumption is supported by the results of
the Cedar Hill, Hamilton #3 VSP. Very little amplitude difference was noted on the
fast and slow shear-wave components of the VSP (Molinero, 1992). Large variations
in amplitude between the fast and slow shear-wave components on the 3-D data are
commonly related to noise.
4.2.3 Quality Factor
An estimate of the quality of the rotation may be determined by computing the
ratio of the principal components output from the rotation (51 and 52) to the off-
diagonal components {D\ and D2). This ratio has undesirable qualities for numerical
computation however since the off-diagonal components could, in the absence of noise,
be zero. It is also desirable to have a quality factor which ranges between the values
of zero and one; zero being the value of lowest quality and one representing a value
of the highest quality. Such a quality factor may be computed from the ratio of the
off-diagonal elements to the principal components by the following formula:
(£1+^
^  (S1+S2)
A graph of this definition of quality vs. amplitude ratio is shown in Figure 4.2.
In order to make the method more robust in the presence of noise, this quality
estimate must also be multiplied by the ratio of the lesser of 51 and 52 to the greater
of 51 and 52. This assumes that the source strengths and receiver coupling are about
equal in both directions and gives greater weight to rotations which exhibit approx
imately equal energy on the 51 and 52 outputs. If one of the principal components
is significantly greater than the other, the quality for this rotation will be reduced.




Fig. 4.2. Graph of polarization quality vs. principal to off-diagonal amplitude ratio.
noise trains which typically will appear only on one data component.
^ min(Sl,52) ( _ {D1 + D2)\
max(51,52) \ * (51-1-52) /
This quality factor is a the key component in the efficient analysis of pre-stack
polarizations. The analysis carried out by Shurtleff (1992a) required laborious exami
nation and sorting of the data to find the best quality records. After the computation
of polarization directions, Shurtleff determined the best quality polarizations by com
paring the energy ratios of the data (chapter 3). The use of the quality factor defined
here, combined with the statistical methods described below, obviates the necessity
to visually examine and sort all of the data.
4.2.4 Averaging and Statistics
The capability to measure four-component polarization directions and estimate a
quality of the polarization direction allows the use of statistical methods to compute
dominant polarization values. More accurate polarization values, as well as estimates
of their accuracy, may be determined using large quantities of data.
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In order to compute statistical estimates of the polarization-direction, a method
for averaging the polarization directions is required. The averaging method is not
immediately obvious since the polarization values are, in essence, circular, ranging
from 0 to 180 degrees. The averaging of these values requires the use of Fisher
statistics (Merrill and McElhinny, 1983) (Fisher, 1953). In order to avoid the problem
of linearly averaging the angles over the singularity where 0 is equivalent to 180
degrees, the angular values are decomposed to their cartesian component vectors.
These component vectors are then averaged, and the average angle, 0, is computed
as the arctangent of the ratio of the component vectors.
n
X = ̂  cos 0 * Qi
i=l
n
Y = ̂  sin ̂  * Qi
t=i
y
0 = arctan —
Jv
where Q,- is the quality measure for each angle, 0,-. The output quality factor from the
averaging process, Qsum, is the resultant vector length of the summed components
Qsum = VX2+y2




where <f>i is the angle individual vectors make with the mean. This formula is not
applicable here due to the use of the quality factors, Q, in this application. Instead,
it is necessary to take many random subsamples of the original sample and compute




Where Mk is the mean of the k*'^ sub-sample, and Yk and Xk are the sums of the re
spective component vectors using randomly selected observations, k, from the original
sample.
The standard deviation of the mean, S, is then computed as:
<7- &^ — y j^'^subsample
Where n is the number of observations in each subsample, N is the number of obser
vations in the entire sample, and SsubsampU is the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of subsample means (Walpole and Meyers, 1989).
4.3 Application
Statistical polarization analysis was applied to three subsets of the Cedar Hill
survey data: the test line, swath-1, and swath-3. Initial indications, from the test line,
of a polarization direction dependence on source-receiver oiFset were not supported
by the data from swaths 1 and 3. Comparison with the post-stack polarization results
(chapter 6) shows a variable natural polarization direction in the subsurface, rather
than an offset dependence. Polarization directions from all of the subsets of data used
are in agreement.
4.3.1 Test Line
The first field dataset to be analyzed using these methods was the test line from
the Cedar Hill 3-D survey. This line was collected as a control on data quality, being
both a noise spread and a low-fold 2-D line. Please refer to Figure 4.3 for the location
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of the test line relative to the 3-D survey. For additional information on the test line,
please refer to chapter 2.
Polarization angles were computed for each source-receiver combination using
five of the ten source locations recorded for the test line. Sources were used within
the receiver spread, on the end, and at 500 and 1000 foot offsets. A source-receiver
offset range from zero to 3500 feet was spanned by these data. The azimuth of the
test line was approximately 95 degrees.
The four-component rotation program was parameterized to use a hyperbolic
moveout gate for analysis of the package of coalbed refiection events. The gate time
started at 1.1 seconds two-way refiection time at the near oflfeet with a gate length
of 0.3 seconds. The gate start time was allowed to increase with increasing source-
receiver offset using a hyperbolic moveout velocity of 6000 feet per second.
The polarization angles were averaged over 100 foot offset bins using the aver
aging methods described above. After discarding all values with qualities less than
0.1, the sample size used for averaging was reduced from 1250 to 1036 events. The
average polarization angle for all these events was computed to be -30 degrees with
a standard deviation of the mean of one degree. On visual examination of the data,
two distinct polarization angles were noticed as a function of source-receiver offset
(Figure 4.4). The offset range from 0 to 1800 feet showed an average polarization
angle of -36.6 degrees with a standard deviation of the mean of 1.3 degrees and the
farther offsets from 1800 to 3500 feet showed an average polarization angle of -22.2
degrees, also with a standard deviation of the mean of 1.3 degrees. This is a distinct
difference which may be due to a variation in polarization angle as a function of either
source-receiver offset, or as a function of reflection point position.

















Fig. 4.3. Location of test line and VSP. Wells producing from the Fruitland
coalbeds have a triangle around the well symbol.
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variations in the polarizations in the region of the test line. This suggests that the
variations are a function of spatial position. More support for this is presented in
chapter 6.
4.3.2 Swath 1
The four-component rotation program was run for 12 shot records from swath-
1 using the same parameters as used on the test line(Figure 4.5). This resulted in
the computation of 3000 separate polarizations. The data quality in swath-1 has
been noted as lower than that in the other two swaths, with the best data quality
appearing in swath-3 (Shurtleff, 1992b). This difference in data quality may be seen
on the four-component rotation analysis of these data as well. The polarization angles
from swath-1 do not group as closely as those from the test line data since the data
covered a large range of offsets, included all source-receiver azimuths, and covered a
spatially variable region rather than a linear segment of the subsurface. These factors,
along with the lower reflection event quality in this region contributed to a poorly
defined polarization angle from these data.
When all offsets were used, from 0 to 6000 feet, the average polarization angle
was -55.5 degrees with a standard deviation of 8.0 degrees. An attempt was made
to improve this result by only using a source-receiver offset range from 1000 to 3500
feet. This resulted in an average polarization angle of-55.0 degrees with a standard
deviation of the mean of 8.0 degrees also. Visual inspection of the polarization angles
plotted against offset shows a large amount of scatter. Analysis of the polarization
angles as a function of source-receiver azimuth did not yield meaningful results since

















































Fig. 4.4. Test line polarization angles vs source-receiver offset. The size of the
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Fig. 4.5. Location of swath-1. Swath-1 is a 5-cable swath on the west side of the
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Fig. 4.6. Swath 1: Polarization angles vs. source-receiver offset. The size of the
symbol is relative to the quality of the data within each 100 foot bin.
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4.3.3 Swath 3
As noted above, the best records in the survey have been observed in swath-3
(Figure 4.7). Due to the perception of better data quality in swath-3, the next
polarization analysis was carried out on the data from swath-3. Thirty-six 250-
receiver records were used in the analysis, resulting in the polarization analysis of
9000 four—trace groups.
The data were displayed in a format similar to an equal area projection (Crampin,
1987), in order to analyze the polarizations as a function of both source-receiver offset
and source-receiver azimuth. In such equal area projections the polarizations are
typically plotted as a function of azimuth and incidence angle. In this display, the
polarizations were plotted as a function of azimuth and offset, rather than incidence
angle (Figure 4.8). The bin size used here was 480 feet square. Due to the non-
symmetric data collection geometry, longer offsets are available to the south than
there are to the north. Much shorter east-west offsets than north-south offsets result
from the north-south directionality of the receiver lines.
Some variation in polarization azimuths may be seen, but a coherent pattern does
not emerge as a function of offset or azimuth (Figure 4.8). In order to simplify the
visualization, displays similar to those shown for the test line and swath-1 (Figures 4.4
and 4.6) were made using polarization angle as a function of both offset (Figure 4.9)
and source-receiver azimuth (Figure 4.10).
Good quality polarization angles appear to be grouped in the offset range from
800 to 3500 feet. The data were restricted to this offset range and again plotted as
a function of source-receiver azimuth. A tighter grouping is now apparent on the
800-3500 foot range (Figure 4.11) compared to the 0-6000 foot range (Figure 4.10).
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Fig. 4.7. Location of swath-3. Swath-3 is a 5-cable swath on the west side of the
survey area with sources between cables 1 and 2 and between cables 3 and 5. The
best data quality was from swath-3.
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Fig. 4.8. Distribution of pre-stack polarizations from swath-3 as a function of offset
Md direction from the source. The length of each line segment is proportional to
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Fig. 4.9. Swath 3: Polarization angles vs. source-receiver offset. The size of the
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Fig. 4.11. Swath 3: Polarization angles vs. source-receiver azimuth. Offsets
restricted to the range 800 to 3500 feet.
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is -48.8 degrees with a standard deviation of the mean of 4.6 degrees. The standard
deviation was computed from 500 random samples of 500 observations from the total
of 5698 observations which had qualities greater than 0.1. The distribution of the
means of these samples was found to have a standard deviation of 15.6, leading to a
standard deviation of the mean of 4.6 for the sample of 5698 observations.
When the offsets were restricted to 800 to 3500 feet, which appears as an inflec
tion in the plot of polarization angle versus offset, the average is computed to be -42.0
degrees, with a standard deviation of the mean of 3.5 degrees. This is in excellent
agreement with the results obtained from processing the VSP from the Hamilton #3
well (Molinero, 1992). The VSP indicated a direction of-41 degrees.
An attempt was made to define a different polarization azimuth for those offsets
greater than 3500 feet. The number of observations accepted in this region between
3500 and 6000 feet was 1522. The average polarization angle was computed to be
-67.8 degrees, but the standard deviation was 25.2 degrees. Such a large standard
deviation allows very little confidence to be placed in the accuracy of the indicated
angle.
The source-receiver azimuth was subtracted from the polarization angle to deter
mine whether the polarization angle varied directly with the source-receiver azimuth.
This would be the case for a transversely isotropic medium with a vertical axis of
symmetry, and would also be the dominant polarization angle for large offsets over
an orthorhombic medium. No significant difference could be determined between this
case and that where the source-receiver azimuth was not taken into account. This
leads to the conclusion that there is no evidence for transverse isotropy with a vertical
axis of symmetry or an orthorhombic medium in this area.
For a summary of all pre-stack polarization angles described here, please refer
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to Figure 4.12 and Table 4.1. No information on the standard deviation of the polar
ization angles from the VSP was available. A standard deviation of one degree has
been assigned to the values for the VSP. The standard deviation for the average of
the stacked polarization angles is 0.3, hence it does not show on this display.
T  j •
Polarization Angle Summzirv
Location Ulisets (feet) Average Angle (degrees) Standard Deviation
VSP 300 -41 unknown
Test Line 0 - 3500 -30.0 1.0
lest Line 0 - 1800 -36.6 1.3
lest Line 0 - 3500 -22.2 1.3
Swath-1
O  il l
0 - 6000 -55.5 8.0
Swath-1
O  1 1
1000 - 3500 -55.0 8.0
Swath-3 0 - 6000 -48.8 4.6
Swath-3
a  t ^ r\
800 - 3500 -42.0 3.5
Swath-3 3500 - 6000 -67.8 25.2
Stack 0 - 4000 -45.5 0.3 1
it V t . polarization angles for different data locations and offset ranges.The standard deviation of the mean for the VSP as been set at 1 degree. The standard
deviation of the stack average is 0.3 degrees.
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Much work has been done in exploration geophysics over the last several years
with the objective of obtaining more information from reflection seismic data through
the analysis of pre-stack amplitudes. This work has been commonly called amplitude
versus offset, or AVO, analysis. This thesis will not attempt to review all applicable
AVO work related to the analysis of shear-wave data over coalbed methane reservoirs,
but will concentrate on modeling studies and analysis of the available data from the
Cedar Hill 3-D survey.
Clear amplitude anomalies have been identifled on the stacked and migrated
shear-wave and P-wave datasets. This chapter studies the variations of the pre-stack
amplitudes from shear-wave "super-gathers" at the nine velocity analysis locations
in the survey, in order to determine if there is a correlation between the observed
post-stack amplitude variations and any pre-stack variations which may be found.
5.2 Modeling
Initial modeling work done by Ed Blott (1992a) did not show promise for the
analysis of amplitude variations with oflFset on these data. The shear-wave amplitudes
were quite stable at offsets less than 4000 feet, and decreased only slightly beyond
that. This agrees well with the theoretical response for SH-wave reflections from a
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Fig. 5.1. Coal reaection coeBicient for SH-waves at variable angles of incidence in an
fo' ">« three curves from4200 to 1050 ft/sec, representing unfractured and fractured coal. The parameters
of the overlying rocks are: velocity, 8000 ft/sec; density, 2.5 gr/cc. The reBection
coefficient remains at least 80 percent of the normal incidence value for all curves
when the angle of incidence is less than 45 degrees. The three curves are nearly
parallel for lower angles of incidence.
the coalbed reflection, for a 4000 foot offset, is about 40 degrees, as determined by
raytracmg a smoothed version of the velocity model developed by Molinero (1992).
Curves for three coal velocities were generated, ranging from a high of 4200 ft/sec
for an unfractured coal, to a low of 1050 ft/sec for a highly fractured coal. When
data are polarized in the natural polarization direction the SI reflection amplitudes
will approximate those shown for the highest velocity coal, while the 82 reflection
amplitudes will correspond to those of the lower velocity coals. For angles of incidence
up to 40 degrees, the curves are nearly parallel and it is difficult to differentiate the
shapes of the curves. The change in the normal incidence reflection coefficient with
velocity is the doniinaiit factor between the curves.
This model shows that a slower coal velocity (S2) should result in a stronger
normal incidence reflection coefficient relative to the fast coal velocity. The S2 reflec
tion coefficient is expected to be stronger at all angles of incidence. The reflection
coefficient is reduced with offset for all coal velocities, but is reduced more quickly
for higher velocities. One would expect to see a more gradual drop in reduction in
amplitude with offset for the lower velocity coal reflection.
Although there is a variation of amplitude with offset, the AVO effects are much
more subtle than the normal incidence reflection coefficient variation and would be
much more difficult to determine using field data. The stacked trace allows a good
approximation of the normal incidence SH-wave reflectivity for coals and is a robust
estimate in the presence of noise.
Antonio Ramos has generated synthetic records using a reflectivity method, with
the objective of reproducing the effects observed on the fleld data from the Cedar Hill
survey. This work is concentrated on the analysis of amplitude anomalies at oblique
angles to the natural polarization direction. At oblique angles to this direction, one
may no longer assume isotropic behavior. Please refer to Ramos (1993) for a complete
explanation of this work.
5.3 Data Analysis
The SH-wave isotropic modeling work described above assumes a source with a
spherical radiation pattern, whereas we know that this is not the case. We should
expect a more rapid reduction in amplitude with offset than shown in the modeling
examples presented.
The distribution of amplitude with offset is ideally studied for a single reflection
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point. In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of these .pre-stack data, the
analysis has been carried out on macrobin data. A macrobin is the combination
of several adjacent common midpoint bins. The macrobin locations were chosen to
coincide with the locations used for velocity analysis during the data processing. The
macrobins in this analysis were all composed of nine common midpoint bins chosen
as a square of three-by-three bins centered around the selected location. Please refer
to Table 5.1 for parameters specific to each bin, and to Figure 5.2 for the macrobin
locations.
Macrobin Summary
Macrobin Number Line - CDF Mm-Max Offsets (feet) Number of traces
1 22-24 902 - 3233 150
2 22-54 1790 - 6161 313
3 22-84 903 - 2781 159
4 52-24 570 - 3314 162
5 52-54 1502 - 6012 333
6 52-84 663 - 3595 132
7 82-24 578 - 3065 191
8 82-54 781 - 6272 427
9 82-84 663 - 3225 205
— iucBc macro Dins wer<
pre-stack amplitude variations with oflfset.
The data were received from Golden Geophysical with NMO and statics applied
as SI and 82 datasets. The 81 (fast shear-wave) data were polarized N40W, and
the 82 data were polarized N50E. The data were reduced for analysis of amplitudes
by sorting the data for each macrobin to offset ordering and summing the traces
within 100 foot offset ranges. This increased the signal-to-noise ratio of the data and
produced an even ordering of the data with offset.
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Fig. 5.2. Macrobin locations used in pre-stack amplitude analysis. Each location is
comprised of nine CDP bins in a 3-by-3 square. Well locations and faults interpreted
from the P-wave data have been included for reference. Please refer to Table 5.1 for
specifics about each macrobin.
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The amplitudes of these reduced macrobin gathers were then examined to deter
mine if there was a variation of the amplitudes with offset. Both the Si (Figure 5.3)
and 82 (Figure 5.4) data were processed to determine the maximum, minimum, av
erage absolute, and RMS amplitude within a 60 ms gate centered around the lower
producing coal reflection. This event could be identified on some of the traces of some
of the gathers, but could not be identified absolutely on all the data. The picks for
maximum and minimum amplitude were variable, dependent on the signal strength
and noise events for particular traces. The RMS and average absolute amplitudes
are not so dependent on isolated anomalous amplitudes and gave much more stable
amplitude estimates.
The RMS amplitudes were plotted for each macrobin, for each data component
(SI and S2) and are displayed in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. These amplitudes are plotted at
the same absolute reference level for all macrobins, so they may be compared directly.
5.4 Results
Macrobins 2 and 8 correspond to high-amplitude anomalies on the S2 migrated
data for the lower producing coal (Figure 7.13). The amplitude of the S2 reflection
events on both these macrobins is higher over most of the offset range (Figure 5.6)
than IS the Si reflection event. The amplitude variations as a function of offset are
not as well defined as is the change in the average amplitude.
The amplitudes of the macrobin gathers do not suggest that the offset-dependent
reflection response of the lower producing coal is other than that of a normal low-
velocity SH-wave reflection. There is a gradual reduction of the amplitude of the
reflector with increasing offset. This result agrees with an early analysis of the reflec-
tivity as a function of offset performed by Ed Blott.
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Macrobin 1 Macrobin 4 Macrobin 7




Macrobin 6 Macrobin 9
Fig. 5.3. Fast shear-wave (Si) data from reduced macrobins. The data in each
macrobin has been summed in offset bins of 100 feet. Please refer to Table 5.1 for
specifics about each macrobin.
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Macrobin 1 Macrobin 4 Macrobin 7
kii
Macrobin 2 Macrobin 5 Macrobin 8
Macrobin 3
1
Macrobin 6 Macrobin 9
Fig. 5.4. Slow shear-wave (82) data from reduced macrobins. The data in each
max^robin has been summed in offset bins of 100 feet. Please refer to Table 5.1 for


























Fig 5.5. Amplitude versus offset for SI macrobins. The amplitude scale is the same
for al macrobins in this figure and in Figure 5.6 so each graph may be compared


























Fig 5.6. Amplitude versus offset for S2 macrobins. The amplitude scale is the same
for al macrobins m this figure and in Figure 5.5 so each graph may be compared






All four shear-wave data components were processed through stack to allow the
stacked data to be analyzed for residual polarization variations which were not iden
tified on the pre-stack data. The 51 and 52 datasets were processed using the best
residual statics for each dataset. If a residual source or receiver static differed by
more than 20 milliseconds between the two datasets, any data from that source or
receiver was not included in the stack. The off-diagonal datasets were processed with
the appropriate source and receiver statics apportioned to each one. That is, the first
off-diagonal dataset had the source statics from 51 and the receiver statics from 52
while the second off-diagonal dataset had the source statics from 52 and the receiver
statics from 51. The velocities from 51 and 52 were averaged for NMO application
to the off-diagonal datasets.
Post-stack polarization analysis was expected to show some residual polarization
effects which were not found using the pre-stack polarization analysis. These effects
would be identifiable on the post-stack data due to the higher signal-to-noise ratio
of these data compared to the pre-stack data.
The average polarization direction determined from the post-stack analysis agreed
with the direction determined from the analysis of pre-stack data. If a bulk rotation
shift had been identified, then a residual polarization could have been applied prior
to migration to account for this residual. Variations in the post-stack polarizations
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agree with tectonic features identified using the migrated P-wave dataset. These
post-stack polarization variations also explain the variations noted on the pre-stack
polarization analyses of chapter 4.
6.2 Rotation Method
Please refer to the description of pre-stack polarization analysis in chapter 4 for
the polarization method. Software was developed for post-stack polarization as part
of this thesis and and is distributed to supporting members of the RCP consortium
(Shuck, 1993). Two primary differences exist between the pre-stack polarization
method and the post-stack polarization method as used for this dataset.
• The pre-stack polarization method did not attempt to determine an accurate
time delay between the fast and slow shear-wave traces. The primary purpose
of the determination of the time delay in the pre-stack polarization analysis
was to determine the polarization quadrant (Figure 4.1), not to obtain accurate
timing information. It was recognized that the pre-stack data are noisy and it
would not be worth the effort to pick the correlation of the two shear-waves to
greater accuracy than the nearest sample. The post-stack data are expected
to show better signal-to-noise ratio compared to the pre-stack data. The time
delays picked between the fast and slow shear-waves in this case are expected
to show meaningful variations in the degree of anisotropy over the survey area.
The post-stack polarization software therefore uses a very accurate interpolation
method to determine the differential time delay between the fast and slow shear-
wave data as a fraction of the sample period of the data.
. In the pre-staek polarization analysis, the quality of each polarization was
weighted to reduce the quality if one of the two priircipal component shear-
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wave traces was stronger than the other. This quality modifier was not used in
the post stack polarization analysis due to the expected improvements in the
signal-to-noise ratio of these data compared to the pre—stack data.
All four components of the 3D shear-wave data were stacked to yield four output
data components corresponding to two principal and two off-diagonal shear-wave
components. These were the input data for the post-stack polarization analysis. The
rotation for optimum polarization angle was performed on these four traces for each
separate CDP bin. Outputs were polarization angle, differential delay time between
fast and slow shear-wave, and quality.
6.3 Post-Stack Poleirization Angles
Polarization angles were computed for each individual CDP bin for the post-
stack four-component data and mapped (Figure 6.1). The line segment in each bin
has a direction corresponding to the polarization angle found for that bin and the
length of each line segment corresponds to the quality determined for the polarization.
The dots signify dead traces or very low quality polarizations.
The polarizations show a dominant direction of northwest-southeast. The sig
nificance of this direction may be seen better in a rose diagram of the frequency of
polarization angle occurrence (Figure 6.2). The qualities of the polarization angles
have been summed within five degree bins to create this rose diagram. The polar
ization angle derived from the VSP data is shown for reference. A rose diagram of
cleat directions, determined from oriented core samples, is shown for comparison.
The butt cleats show a northwest-southeast direction and the face cleats show a
northeast-southwest direction. The northwest-southeast direction is the dominant
polarization direction in the survey area. The distribution does show a secondary
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Fig. 6.1. Post-stack polarization angles for individual CDF bins. Line segment
quaHty polarization direction while segment length indicates relative
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maximum at about 50 degrees, perpendicular to the dominant direction of about
130-145 degrees.
In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the display the polarizations were
summed over four-bin groups (two bins inline and two bins crossline) (Figure 6.3).
The method used for averaging the angles within these four-bin groups is described
above in section 4.2.4 on averaging and statistics. The coherency of certain zones
of polarizations is more evident when viewed on the display of these averaged data
(Figure 6.3) when compared to the polarizations for individual bins (Figure 6.1). The
northwest-southeast polarization direction stands out clearly over most of the survey
area. A distinct zone of northeast-southwest polarizations may be seen east of line 80
and between CDPs 30 and 45. A zone of east-west polarizations exists between lines
60 and 72 and between CDPs 45 and 55. This zone corresponds to an area containing
east-west trending faults which have been mapped using the compressional wave data
from this survey (Benson, 1992).
The Hamilton #3 well, where a nine-component VSP survey was conducted in
this survey area (Molinero, 1992), is located near GDP 69 of line 33 (Figure 6.3). This
location is on the southern edge of a large zone of consistent polarizations trending
northwest-southeast, which agree with the polarization direction determined from
the VSP. Benson (1992) has interpreted a faulted zone immediately to the south of
this well, corresponding to the zone of less coherent polarization directions.
The average of all post-stack polarization angles was computed as -45.5 degrees
with the standard deviation of the mean equal to 0.3 degrees. The relationship be











Fig. 6.2. Rose diagram of post-stack polarization angles (top). The VSP-derived
polarization direction is indicated at 319 degrees. A rose diagram of the coal cleat
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Fig. 6.3. Post-Stack polarization angies for 2 by 2 sum of CDP bins. Line segment
length indicates relative quality. Faults from P-wave interpretation and well locations
have been included for reference. Polarization direction near the Hamilton #3 well
agrees with the VSP derived polarizations at this location (Molinero, 1992).
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6.4 Comparison with Pre-Stack Polarization Analysis
Polarization analysis of the pre-stack data has shown that the dominant polar
ization direction could be determined by statistical analysis of pre-stack polarizations.
The direction determined in this manner agrees with that determined from the Hamil
ton #3 VSP (Molinero, 1992), with polarizations determined by visual analysis of the
pre-stack data (Shurtleff, 1992), and with polarization directions determined from the
post-stack data.
The variance of the polarization directions determined from pre-stack data with
a linear distribution of subsurface sampling (the test line) was much less than the
variance of data recorded with an areal distribution of reflection points (swaths 1
and 3). This increase in variance with increasing subsurface coverage is consistent
with the variation m polarization directions observed on the post-stack polarizations.
Figure 6.4 shows the relationship between stack polarizations and the surface area
covered by swath-3 and the test line. The polarization variations along the traverse
of the test line are much less than those variations seen over the area of swath-3.
6.5 P-Wave Structural Interpretation
The structural interpretation of the P-wave data from the Cedar Hill multicom-
ponent survey is an aid in understanding the relationship between the regional and
local tectonics and the anisotropic effects induced by these resulting stresses.
The initial structural interpretation of the P-wave data was done by Bob Benson
using Landmark Graphics Corporation software (Benson, 1992). The P-wave data are
much more suitable than the shear-wave data for interpretation of structure due to
the greater bandwidth of the P-wave data. The seismic events corresponding to the








LINE 0  1000
SCALE IN FEET
Fig. 6.4. Geometric relationship between post-stack polarization angles, swath-3,
and the test line. Note the greater distribution of polarization azimuths covered by
the 3-D spread from swath-3 as compared to the limited range covered by the test
line. The greater variance of pre-stack polarization angles for swath-3, compared to
the test line, is attributed to the variation in polarizations over the larger area.
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data, but due to the lower frequency of the shear-wave data, appear as a low-frequency
wavetrain on the shear-wave data.
Distinct faults may be seen on the west side of the survey area when viewing
the inline (north-south) vertical sections (Figure 6.5). These faults have about 10
ms of time displacement at the western edge of the survey, the northern side of the
faults displaced upwards. This 10 ms displacement corresponds to about 50 feet of
throw, using a local interval velocity of 12,000 ft/sec. The displacement is less for
the upper producing coal than for the lower producing coal, indicating that the faults
were active during coal deposition.
Evidence for faulting near the Hamilton #3 well has previously been established.
The Hamilton #3 core shows prominent fractures in sandstones and shales encasing
the coals which trend N70E to N80E (Western Cretaceous Coal Seam Project, 1989).
Fracturing in the shales has been so severe that waxy hydrocarbons have been flushed
from the shales and precipitated in the production tubing (Vorkink and Lee, 1991).
Johnson (1991) used well log correlation to interpret "severe differential compaction
zones" along the western extension of these faults (Figure 1.5). It is believed that
the "severe differential compaction zones" and the faults identified using the P-wave
seismic data are the same features. Ridgley (1989) has presented evidence for synde-
positional movement on Cretaceous faults in the northern San Juan basin. East-west
lineaments identified by Decker et al. (1989) in section 30 T32N RIQW are in close
agreement with the east-west faults interpreted from the seismic data (Figure 1.3).
Anomalously high heat flow has been measured at the Hamilton #3 well (Fig
ure 6.6)(Sonnenberg, 1992). The pattern of high heat flow is concordant with the
central fault block identified on the P-wave seismic interpretation. The highest heat
flow in this region occurs at the location of the Hamilton #3 well. Law (1992a) has
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Fig. 6.5. P-wave line 10, 30, and 50 on the west side of the survey. North is on the
left side of each of the sections. Note the displacement on the east-west trending
faults which decreases to the east.
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suggested that vertically flowing fluids may have caused thermal anomalies in the
San Juan basin. This suggests that the Hamilton #3 well is located very close to a
fault and that the anomalous heat flow is due to fluid movement up the fault. The
movement of heated fluids may be associated with high fluid pressures in this area.
The vertical displacement on these faults dies to the east, although subtle ampli
tude anomalies along the direction of these faults do continue to the eastern side of the
survey showing the position of the faults (Figure 6.7). This variation in throw, com
bined with the regional tectonic stress in the northwest-southeast direction, strongly
suggests that these faults result from a wrench fault system with right lateral motion
(Davis, 1993). A previous interpretation of seismic data from the San Juan basin
has suggested the existence of basement-controlled strike-slip faulting (HuflFman and
Condon, 1989). Regional geology studies also supports the existence of wrench fault
systems in the San Juan basin (Chapin and Gather, 1981). Such a wrench fault sys
tem would be expected to cause local stress variations due to stress relief near the
strike-slip faults.
Strike-slip faults are expected to be sealing faults in coal. The permeability of
the coals is dependent on the cleat system and the cleat system has been shown to be
destroyed by tectonic deformation in other areas (Law, 1993). When the cleat system
is destroyed due to deformation, the avenues of permeability are closed.
Other zones of permeability may be opened by such faulting, however. Fracturing
of the shales and sandstones encasing the coals in the Hamilton #3 well has been
documented (Western Cretaceous Coal Seam Project, 1989; Vorkink and Lee, 1991).
These fractures, occurring along the trace of the faults which seal the coals, may offer
permeable zones for fluid movement across the fault boundaries. A well test analysis
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Fig. 6.6. Geothermal gradient map of project area (From Sonnenberg, 1992). The
Hamilton ̂ 3 well corresponds to the greatest anomaly (3.45® F per 100 ft). The
east-west trending anomaly corresponds to the central fault block interpreted from





























Fig. 6.7. P-wave amplitude map of lower producing coal. The location of the Hamil
ton #3 well is shown for reference. The high amplitude zones are indicative of reduced
stress. The low amplitude zones to the east and northwest of the well indicate higher
velocity due to increased stress in these regions.
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approximately the same area as that of the central fault block (Western Cretaceous
Coal Seam Project, 1993). This suggests the possibility that the east-west faults
are sealing faults. It is anticipated that the two east-west faults are sealing due to
deformation of the coal cleats near the faults. In regions of severe deformation, such
as to the north and west of the Hamilton #3 well, these faults may not be completely
sealed due to fractures of the interbedded sands and shales in the Pruitland Formation
opening permeability avenues.
Northwest trending faults have been interpreted as cutting across the central
fault block. Support for these faults comes from subtle variations in P-wave structure
(Figure 6.8), P-wave amplitudes (Figure 6.7), and polarizations (Figure 6.3). These
faults are indicated as dashed lines on the maps and are believed to be a complemen
tary set of left-lateral strike-slip faults.
A secondary set of north-south trending faults has been interpreted as a depo-
sitional feature and unrelated to the current tectonic stress field in this area.
6.6 Comparison with P-Wave Structure
Two complementary seismic methods may be used to examine tectonic stresses in
the subsurface, polarizations computed from shear-wave data and structure mapped
from P-wave data. The shear-wave polarizations show the direction of aligned open
fractures, indicating the in situ stress field. The structure mapped from the P-wave
data shows the structural deformation caused by the current and ancestral stress
fields. Combined use of these two methods leads to a better understanding of current
stress.
The polarization directions have been overlaid on the P-wave time structure
(Figure 6.8). Subtle, but consistent variations may be seen at the boundaries of the
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two major east west faults. These faults have been interpreted as strike-slip faults
resulting from maximum compressive stress in the northwest-southeast direction. It
is not surprising that the local stress would change near these faults, resulting in a
change in the open fracture direction.
The east-west faults bend to the northeast near line 50, and the polarizations
turn more westerly with the local stress in this region. As the faults again bend east-
west at about line 60, the polarizations at the north edge of the fault block trend
east-west, while at the southern edge they are north-south. This appears to be an
area of maximum stress relief, much of the stress being concentrated on the previously
mentioned section of northeast trending fault between lines 50 and 60. The zones of
the faults which allow east-west strike-slip movement are able to relieve stress over
these zones, while the northeast-trending zones accumulate stress from the northwest
regional compressive stress.
A local structural high on the eastern side of the survey is associated with the
most anomalous polarizations. Polarizations tend to track the strike of this structure:
northwest in the southern part, north-south in the central western part, and northeast
on the northern flank of the structure. It is expected that the maximum stress relief
on a local structure such as this, would be in the dip direction. This would open
fractures along strike as seen with the variable polarizations around this structure.
6.7 Post-Stack Fast-Slow Shear-Wave Time Delays
The polarization directions described in the previous section give information
about the direction of open fractures or stress fields in the survey area. Also of interest
IS the relative magnitude of variation in fracturing or stress over the prospect area.
This is indicated by the degree of anisotropy which may be computed by measuring
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Fig. 6.8. Post-Stack polarization angles overlaid on P-\vave time structure. Each
polarization value is the av erage of original 2x2 bin polarizations. Note the change
in polarization directions near the major east west faults. Polarization directions
change as the faults bend near line 50. Polarizations tend to follow the strike of the
structural high on the east side of the survey.
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the amount of time delay between the fast and slow shear-wave reflection times. The
post-stack polarization analysis software, described above, yields an estimate of this
time delay, computed from the crosscorrelation of the Si and 82 traces.
A display of the variation in shear-wave time delays may be seen in Figure 6.9.
Light shades indicate smaller time delays while dark shades indicate larger time de
lays. Any time delay greater than 50 milliseconds is shown in black and is believed
to be an erroneous pick, possibly due to noisy data. The smaller time delays indi
cate smaller amounts of anisotropy due to less intense fracturing or lower stress, or
alternatively due to the lack of a preferential direction of fracturing in certain areas.
Areas which lack a preferential direction of fracturing should be identiflable by their
poorer quality polarizations (shorter line segment length) in Figure 6.3.
Several areas of good polarization quality with a large time delay exist. One such
area occurs between lines 75 and 85 and CDPs 70 and 88. Another area, noted earlier
for Its anomalous northeast polarization direction is east of line 90 and between CDPs
32 and 40. These areas are expected to have larger amounts of aligned open fractures
as indicated by the larger degree of anisotropy.
The time delays were averaged over 4 GDP bin zones to reduce the eff'ect of the
poor quality estimates (Figure 6.10). Each time delay was weighted by its quality
estimate before averaging. Any time delay greater than 50 milliseconds was assigned
a quality of zero.
A display of polarization quality has been provided so that the qualities of the
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Fig. 6.9. Post-Stack polarizatiou analysis time delays for individual CDF bins. Time
delays are computed over a gate containing the coalbed reflection sequence between
1100 and 1400 ms. The amount of anisotropy at the Hamilton #3 well location agrees
with the VSP at the same location (Molinero, 1992). The overburden anisotropy is
small, less than two percent over most of the survey area. Time delays are more erratic
near the edge of the survey due to lower fold data. These areas are characterized by
lower quality polarizations (Figure 6.11).
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Fig. 6.10. Post-Stack polarization analysis time delays for 2x2 CDF bin average,
weighted by polarization quality. This is a smoothed version of Figure 6.9.
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Fig. 6.n. Post-Stack polarization qualities for individual CDF bins. The best
qualities are associated with the areas of smoothest time delay variation
(Figure 6.9).
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• Pre stack polarization analysis has allowed the definition of the dominant po
larization direction in the area. The variance of the pre-stack polarizations
is a result of the spatial variation in polarization directions observed on the
post-stcick polarizations.
• Post—stack polarization analysis has been used to define variations in polariza
tion direction as a function of spatial position. These variations agree with
structural features noted on the compressional wave data. The dominant polar
ization direction determined from post-stack polarization analysis agrees with
that defined by pre-stack polarization analysis.
• Stress variations near the two east—west strike-slip faults cause variations in the
shear-wave polarization direction.
The post-stack polarization analysis has shown distinct variations in the fast
shear-wave polarization direction as a function of spatial position. These variations
are well correlated with the P-wave structure and with the variances noted on the
pre-stack polarization analysis. The polarization direction near the Hamilton #3 well
agrees with that computed from the VSP at this location. The degree of overbur
den anisotropy is variable. The overburden anisotropy ranges from 0 to 4 percent,





The primary purpose of the shear-wave analysis of the Cedar Hill 3-D dataset
is to characterize the fracturing of the reservoir rocks in terms of the direction and
intensity of the fracturing. These are both important parameters for understand
ing the movement of fluids through a fractured reservoir, particularly for a coalbed
methane reservoir where the matrix permeability is negligible. The previous chapters
have shown that statistical analysis of the pre-stack data was useful in determining
the dominant polarization direction of the data. Post-stack polarization analysis was
useful in the determination of spatially variable polarization directions which are re
lated to the structural deformation of the coalbeds. A preliminary look at the degree
of anisotropy, measured as the total traveltime anisotropy to the package of coalbed
events, indicated variations in the amount of shear-wave splitting.
This chapter concentrates on the determination of the degree of anisotropy within
the zone of coalbed methane production, and from the degree of anisotropy to deter
mine fracture parameters of the coals. Two primary methods have been used for the
determination of the amount of anisotropy:
• analysis of the variation in traveltimes between the fast (Si) and slow (32)
migrated shear-wave datasets, and




These methods have proven useful in determining the degree of anisotropy in the Fruit-
land Formation. Software was developed under Advance Geophysical's ProMAX^
software system for differential traveltime measurements as part of this study and
is distributed to members of the RCP consortium who have supported this research
(Shuck, 1993).
7.2 Fast—Slow Shear-Wave Time Delays
The polarization directions described in the previous chapter give information
about the direction of open fractures or stress fields in the survey area. Another
factor of interest is the magnitude of variations of fracturing or stress over the survey
area. The amount of fracturing is indicated by the degree of anisotropy, which may
be measured using the time delay between the fast and slow shear-wave reflection
times. The post-stack polarization analysis software yields an estimate of the bulk
time delay from the surface. This is only an estimate of the bulk time delay and
primarily indicates the anisotropy of the overburden rocks. This measurement may
be indicative of the anisotropy of the coals as suggested by Li and Crampin (1992)
m their analysis of shear-wave splitting associated with the Austin Chalk. It is still
desirable to determine the anisotropic parameters for the zone of interest directly, and
not rely on the possible relationship between the objective zone and the overburden
rocks.
The method of using differential traveltimes over the general zone of interest
was used by Martin (1986), Martin and Davis (1987), and Lewis (1989) to determine
the anisotropy of the Niobrara Formation in the Silo field. In all of these studies,
traveltimes were measured by picking individual events on both the fast and slow
^ProMAX is a registered trademark of Advance Geophysical Corporation.
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shear-wave sections. Timing errors are inevitable when picking on bandlimited data
in the presence of noise. These errors are magnified when differential traveltimes are
computed over small time intervals. The smaller the time interval is, the greater the
error magnification.
One method to reduce time errors is to crosscorrelate the two datasets and pick
the correlation for the time delay. This method reduces the timing error since only
one event pick is made to determine the time delay, rather than two. Events which
are difficult to pick on the original data due to indistinct maxima or minima will have
large timing errors. After crosscorrelation of two similar traces, the time difference
will be easily picked from the correlation function.
Events must still be picked for the crosscorrelation method in order to guide the
correlation of the events between the two sections and to provide a total traveltime for
the computation of anisotropy. Events have been picked and correlated with the top
of the upper producing coal, the top of the lower producing coal, and a low-impedance
event in the Pictured Cliffs Formation below the lower producing coal. These three
events span a depth interval of about 380 feet containing the coals of interest in the
Fruitland Formation.
7.2.1 Sectional Correlation Method
In order to determine accurate time delays between fast and slow shear-wave
datasets a program was developed to correlate equivalent events between individual
traces from the two datasets and determine the time delays between the events from
the picked lag time of the peak of the crosscorrelation function. This method utilizes
only a single pick of the correlation avoiding the errors in picking the equivalent event
on each dataset for an absolute arrival time.
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Fig. 7.1. Sectional correlation method. First, the slow (82) shear-wave data are
compressed to approximately the same event timing as the fast (81) shear-wave
data.
Common events must be picked on the two sections to guide the program. These
event times are used again later to extract the differential traveltimes and compute
the apparent traveltime anisotropy. The slow (82) shear-wave section is stretched (or
compressed) to make the events picked on it match the times of the fast (81) shear-
wave section (Figure 7.1). After stretching one trace to be approximately aligned
with the other, only small relative time shifts must be determined between each trace
in the two datasets.
A tapered sliding correlation gate is moved over the two traces (Figure 7.2). For
each sample, the two traces are correlated within this gate. The crosscorrelation of the
two traces is picked for the maximum amplitude and the time difference between this
maximum amplitude and the zero time of the crosscorrelation. This time difference
is a raw measure of the small relative time shift between the 81 and stretched-82












Save lag time &
correlation coefficient
Fig. 7.2. Sectional correlation method. A tapered sliding correlation gate is used to
compare the traces sample-by-sample. The correlations are picked for peak amplitude
and shift of the peak relative to time zero.
of this estimate. The estimate has a higher quality when the estimate is made near
a local maximum (peak) or minimum (trough) of the input trace data due to the
greater energy (signal-to-noise) of the trace at these points. Therefore, a combined
estimate of the quality of the picked time is the correlation coefficient multiplied by
the absolute amplitude of the 81 trace at the sample of interest.
The traveltime difference estimates are smoothed in time, using the quality es
timates as weights in the smoothing operation. This yields a continuous, sample-by-
sample, estimate of the traveltime variations between the fast and slow shear-wave
traces. The traveltime differences are stored as the trace amplitudes of an output
trace and may be viewed as a vertical seismic section. In practice, the overburden
anisotropy is still the dominant effect seen on these displays and it is not possible
to obtain accurate estimates of local variations of anisotropy with depth by viewing
these displays.
The anisotropy between events may be computed by subtracting the traveltime
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dilference at the time of one event from the time diflFerence at another event and
dividing by the difference between the two event times.
Anisotropy = ~ (7.I)
When done for all CDP bins in the survey, this yields a map of the estimated
anisotropy between the two events. Spatial smoothing of this estimate may be re
quired.
The sectional correlation method was tested using synthetic seismograms which
approximate the response of the coalbeds in the Fruitland formation in the study
area. This test is described in Appendix B.
7.2.2 Sectional Correlation Application
Three events were picked in order to correlate the fast and slow shear-wave
data. These were identified as the upper producing coal, lower producing coal, and
a low-impedance event within the Pictured Cliffs Formation (Figure 7.3). These
events were picked on both the fast (81) and slow (82) shear-wave sections using
the 8eisWorks^ software provided by Landmark Graphics Corp. The east-west faults
which are evident on the P-wave data on the western edge of the survey do not
appear on the shear-wave data. These events could not be correlated well in this
region, possibly due to the faulting.
The event times were loaded into the trace headers and the sectional correlation
program was run to determine the differential traveltimes between the two datasets.
A gate length of 60 milliseconds was used to compute the crosscorrelation between
the two datasets. This is slightly less than one period of the dominant frequency of
the data.







• Top Lower Producing
- Pictured CiifTs Event
Fig. 7.3. Vertical section of Si migration, line number 30. The events corresponding
to the upper producing coal, lower producing coal, and a low-impedance event in the
Pictured Cliffs Formation are shown on the right.
The output traveltime differences were extracted by linear interpolation of the
sampled values at the 81 event times. The difference was computed between each of
the three horizons, but only the difference between the upper producing coal and the
Pictured Cliffs event showed sufficient coherency for interpretation. The azimuthal
amsotropy was computed over this interval by dividing the differential traveltime by
the 81 traveltime difference between the two horizons (Equation 7.1). The anisotropy
has been mapped over the survey area and is displayed in Figure 7.4.
Key features of the time delay anisotropy map are high positive anisotropy in
the central fault block indicating open fractures in the direction of data polarization
(N40W) and weak positive anisotropy to the north and south of this block. The
zones which extend beyond the scale (plus/minus ten percent) correspond to the
zones where the events on the 81 and 82 sections could not be correlated well when
they were picked.















Fig. 7.4. S1-S2 time delay anisotropy for the zone between the upper producing coal
and the Pictured Cliffs event (with 5-by-5 spatial median filter). Positive anisotropy
corresponds to northwest polarization directions, negative anisotropy to northeast
polarizations. Even gray (refer to scale) indicates no apparent anisotropy. White
zones correspond to areas which could not be correlated well between the SI and S2
datasets. Faults from P-wave interpretation have been superimposed for reference.
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tions determined from the post-stack polarization analysis. The high anisotropy in
the central fault block coincides with the minimum of time delay determined from
the post-stack polarization analysis in this same region. This appears counter to the
assumption that the overburden anisotropy should agree with the underlying rocks.
The Fruitland coals are an anomalous zone in the geologic column in this area, being
overpressured and much less competent rocks than those above or below. The over
burden anisotropy is much smaller (2 percent) than the anisotropy measured at the
level of the Fruitland Formation (up to 10 percent). Although the stress is consistent
with depth, different elastic properties of the coals allow for variation in the pattern
of stress relief at this level compared to the more competent overburden rocks.
The variation of anisotropy with depth may be caused by either the increased
ductility of the coal relative to the overlying rocks, or by an increase in fluid pressure
causing a reduction in effective stress. Coal is a much less competent rock than the
overlying sandstones and shales. The more competent rocks will transfer stress more
effectively than will the coals.
Gas seeps have been found near the northwest corner of section 4, T31N, RlOW,
about two miles to the southeast of the Hamilton #1A well (Beckstrom and Boyer,
1991). These seeps are near the eastern extreme of an east-west trending segment
of the Animas River, similar in direction to the east-west strike-slip faults identified
from the P-wave seismic data (Figure 1.3). This anomalous stretch of the Animas
River is likely caused by faulting similar to the faults identified in the study area.
While the gas cannot be positively identified as coming from the Fruitland Formation,
It does indicate that faults can transmit gas from deeper formations in this area.
Li and Crampin (1992) have shown support for the continuity of overburden
anisotropy over the Austin Chalk in Texas. The elastic properties of the Austin
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Chalk are more consistent with the overburden rocks than the .Fruitland coals are.
The Austin Chalk is in an extensional tectonic system (Corbett et al, 1987) whereas
the tectonics of the San Juan basin are compressional (Chapin and Cather, 1981).
The extrapolation of overburden anisotropy to a deeper zone appears to be an area-
specific application, dependent on the elastic properties of the rocks and the tectonic
setting.
The sectional correlation method has been successful in localizing the high-
anisotropy anomaly in the central fault block, where it agrees with structural fea
tures mapped from the P-wave data. This tool has enabled the determination of
(juantitative variations in the anisotropy of the reservoir zone.
7.2.3 Determination of Crack Density
In order to relate the shear-wave anisotropy to reservoir parameters, a petrophys-
ical model must be employed. Several models have been considered for this coalbed
methane reservoir. The spot-welded model of White (1979) is attractive since it allows
for two crack directions and uses a naturally permeable crack system in its formula
tion. The disadvantages of this model are that it does not allow for variable scales of
crack spacing or for a single dominant direction of fracturing (aligned cracks in one
direction).
The model of Hudson (1981) is a model commonly employed in the analysis of
anisotropic geological models (Cheng, 1993). This model allows for aligned microc-
racks which are separately distributed through the medium. The advantage of this
model is that preferentially aligned cracks may be handled directly. The disadvan
tage of this model is that the formulation does not allow for crack interaction. That
is, the cracks do not communicate so permeability is not incorporated. Despite this
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disadvantage, Hudson's model is used due to its applicability to models of aligned
cracks.
Other authors have examined the validity and method of formulation of Hudson's
model. Cheng (1993) has related Hudson's work to that of Eshelby (1957) and has
found that, for high crack densities or for cracks with high aspect ratios, Hudson's
series approximations lack accureu^y. Cheng gives an alternate formulation using
a Fade approximation for the series which he shows to be accurate at high crack
densities (greater than 0.1) and for cracks with large aspect ratios (greater than 0.1).
Aspect ratios for the cracks in the coal beds are expected to be much less than 0.1,
but the crack densities are expected to be larger.
Thomsen (1993) has formulated Hudson's model in terms of the anisotropic pa
rameters, <5, e, and 7, introduced in a previous paper by Thomsen (1986). Although
many believe this formulation to be valid only for weak anisotropy, due to the title
of this paper, Tsvankin (1993) has shown that this formulation is accurate for highly
anisotropic materials. A comparison has been made of Thomson's formulation of
Hudson s model with Cheng's "exact" formulation, using parameters typical of the
Cedar Hill lower producing coal (Figure 7.5).
There is an excellent agreement between the two models up to, and including,
very high crack densities. Thomson's model calculates a slightly higher S2 velocity,
given a fracture density, when compared to Cheng's model. The velocity of the slow
shear-wave can be seen to vanish at a crack density of about 0.45. This means that
the coal has zero rigidity, and behaves as a fluid, in the direction perpendicular to the
fractures when the crack density reaches this value. Another formulation of Hudson's
model, provided by Batakrishna Mandal, was tested for comparison. This formula
tion, following Hudson's second degree approximation, showed severe deviation from
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Fig. 7.5. Comparison between Thomsen's, Cheng's, and Hudson's sec
ond order petrophysical models. Parameters used in determining the vari
ation of S2 velocity with fracture density for each of these models are:
Vsi = 4.300,1^ = 8.172,p, = 1.5,</>c = 0.015,a/ = 4.95, and p/ = 1.027. The
slow shear-wave velocity predicted by Thomsen's model is slightly higher than that
predicted by Cheng's model for a given crack density. Hudson's second order model
deviates severely at high crack densities.
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Cheng's and Thomsen's formulations for large fracture densities, reaching a minimum
velocity at a fracture density of about 0.5, then increasing at higher crack densities
(Figure 7.5). This phenomenon is well described by Cheng (1993). Thomsen's model
is used for the relationship between the shear wave velocities and crack densities due
to its excellent agreement with Cheng's formulation and the ease of use of Thomsen's
formulation when compared to other formulations.
Thomsen (1993) gives equations for the determination of P-wave and shear-
wave velocities at varying angles of incidence and azimuth to a fractured medium.
Although the main thrust of Thomsen's paper is directed toward the determination
of these velocities for fractured rocks with equant porosity, the formulation without
equant porosity is valid for the coalbeds which are the subject of this thesis. This
work will only utilize the formulation which does not include equant porosity.
Thomsen's equations are then:
2
-L(^) — — 2jh -I- 2-^{€h — 6h) sin^ 0 cos^ 6] (7.3)
II (^) =/?«[!- 2')h cos^ 6] (7 4)
Where and /?s are the P-wave and shear-wave velocities of the uncracked solid, 6
IS the angle between the wavefront normal and the symmetry axis, S\\ is polarized
parallel to the symmetry axis, and Si is polarized orthogonal to 5||. Thomsen defines
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the anisotropy parameters for Hudson's model, 5^-, ej/, and 77/ as:
= y[(1 - u,)Dh - (7.5)
8^
= IzDhT), (7.6)
_ 8,1 — 2us.
~  (7.7)
The fluid influence factor is defined as
D„ = \l + 7^/16(1 77c,-1^  K,9{1-2C) <i>J (7-8)
where rj, is the Poisson's ratio of the solid material, is the incompressibility of
the solid, and Kf is that of the fluid in the cracks. The fracture density, rjc has two
equivalent definitions; one as a function of the number of cracks per unit volume, N„,




and the other definition in terms of crack porosity, and the crack aspect ratio ̂
- 4ir£ (7.10)
a
where c is the crack width and a is the crack length.
These two equivalent definitions give insight into the significance of the crack
density. A small increase in the average diameter, or length, of cracks will give a
large increase in the crack density due to the dependence on the cube of the crack
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diameter. The crack density is linearly dependent on the number of cracks per unit
volume and on the aspect ratio of the fractures.
In the Fruitland coals we expect very small aspect ratios. The average cleat
lengths and widths for the upper producing coal have been reported as 4.0 cm and
0.03 mm, respectively (Resource Enterprises, Inc., 1989). This indicates an average
aspect ratio of 0.0075 for the fractures in the upper coal. Specific fracture examples
or averages are not given for the lower coal, but are assumed to be similar.
If the aspect ratio is fixed, the crack density is seen to vary linearly with the crack
porosity (Equation 7.10). If the maximum crack density is the value at which the
slow shear-wave velocity vanishes (0.45), then the corresponding porosity is found to
be 1.6 percent for a crack aspect ratio of 0.0075. This value is close to the maximum
fracture porosity expected for coals in this area (Puri et al., 1991), and confirms the
validity of the aspect ratio used. The coefficient of the linear relationship between
porosity and crack density for the coals may now be determined as
<j)c = 0.03377c. (7.11)
This relationship allows the computation of crack porosity for the coal if the crack
density has been computed.
The inverse relationship between coal permeability and stress has been shown
by several authors (Durucan et ai, 1993; Jones et ai, 1988; Gash et ai, 1993).
These works show that decreases in effective stress, corresponding to increases in
pore pressure, result in increased permeability. The relationships for crack density
indicate that an increase in pore pressure may cause an increase in the aspect ratio
of the cracks, the number of cracks per unit volume, and/or the length of the cracks.
Petrophysical experiments on coal at varying confining pressures indicate that
an increase in pore pressure causes a decrease in the P-wave and shear-wave velocities
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(Yu et ai, 1993; Blott, 1993). Therefore, in the case of an overpressured coalbed a
decrease in both the P-wave and shear-wave velocity is expected.
If we have shear-wave data along the principal axes of anisotropy, we may use
Equations 7.3 and 7.4 to determine the crack density from the ratio of the two shear
wave velocities. That is, dividing Equation 7.3 by Equation 7.4 and setting ̂  = f,
we arrive at
Solving for 7^,
7« = ifl -2''
d^nd substituting from Equation 7.7 to solve for the crack density,
~ ie''" (7-13)
It may now be seen that, with knowledge of the Poisson's ratio of the uncracked solid
material, the crack density may be computed from the ratio of the slow to
fast (u,i) shear-wave velocities. This ratio of velocities may be computed from the
time-delay anisotropy. The definition used for anisotropy. A, is
A _ '"si- Vs2 , Vs2
The crack density may now be specified in terms of the anisotropy by substituting
Equation 7.14 into Equation 7.13, yielding
ru = ̂[1 - (1 - (7.15,
The crack density is solely dependent on the ratio of the fast and slow shear-
wave
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velocities when these velocities are measured along the principal axis of anisotropy.
There is no dependence on the fluid fllling the fractures. The only dependence on the
P-wave velocity is contained in the Poisson's ratio of the uncracked solid, Us.
Equation 7.15 has been used to compute crax;k densities from the time-delay
anisotropy estimates. A map of the crack density over the survey area is shown in
Figure 7.6.
The maximum crack densities occur in the central fault block. These crack
densities are as high as 8 percent for the 380 foot interval between the upper producing
coal and the Pictured Cliff's event. The amount of coal in this interval is about 45
feet (Sonnenberg, 1992), or about 12 percent of the interval. If all of the fracturing
were confined to the coals, this would correspond to over 60 percent crack density for
the coals. We know that the shales and sandstones encasing the coals are fractured
in the Hamilton #3 well. If we assign a maximum fracture density of 40 percent to
the coals, then the fracture density for the other rocks in the interval must be about
3.6 percent. This value for the crack density in the sandstones and shales is in the
range of the overburden anisotropy (0 to 4 percent). Given the tectonic deformation
evident at the Fruitland level, this value is in line with expectations.
7.3 P-to-S Velocity Ratios
The sectional correlation method has been described for application to the two
shear-wave datasets. Si and 82, in order accurately to determine the velocity ratio
between the two wave types. This method is also useful for the examination of velocity
variations between compressional and shear waves since this has been shown by others
to be a good indicator of lithologic variations and as a direct hydrocarbon indicator











Fig. 7.6. Crack density derived from time-delay aiiisotropy estimate over zone be
tween upper producing coal and Pictured Cliffs event. Faults from the P-wave in
terpretation have been superimposed for reference. A 5-by-5 median filter has been
applied to reduce noise. Compare w ith Figure 7.16.
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The primary causes of a change in P-to-S velocity ratio for the Fruitland Forma
tion would be a variation in the amount of coal or a variation in the ash (inorganic
mineral) content of the coal over this interval. The P-to-S velocity ratio of coal is
greater than that of sandstone in this area. If there were less coal in the interval,
compared to the amount of sandstone, the P-to-S velocity ratio would decrease. If the
ash content of the coal is increased, then the P-to-S ratio is reduced as well (Blott,
1993). A reduction in the P-to-S velocity ratio indicates a less desirable reservoir
since there is either less coal or less productive coal in the interval. Coals with higher
ash content have been shown to contain less gas (Mavor, 1991).
The sectional correlation method has been used to compute the differential trav-
eltime between the shear-wave datasets and the P-wave dataset. The same events used
for the Sl-to-S2 sectional correlation application were picked on the P-wave dataset.
The sectional correlation program was run to compute differential traveltimes, which
were converted to P-to-S velocity ratios. These velocity ratios were mapped over the
survey area for the interval between the upper producing coal and the Pictured Cliffs
event (Figure 7.7).
There are several zones on this map where good correlations could not be made
between the P-wave and S-wave data. The most prominent areas are on the west side
of the survey where faults have their greatest vertical displacement. The other area
IS at line 72 near the south edge of the survey, which may be a static inconsistency
between the P-wave and S-wave data.
The most distinctive anomaly on this map is the low in the P-to-S velocity ratio
of about 1.8 to 1.9 near line 80 and CDP 45. This same feature may also be seen on
the P-to-S2 velocity ratio map (Figure 7.8), which looks very much like the P-to-Sl
map with a bulk shift due to the lower S2 velocities. The map of the P-to-Sl ratio is
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the better indicator of lithologic variations since the SI velocity is much less sensitive
to variations in the fracture density of the coal than is the 82 velocity. This anomaly
is to the south and west of the Federal FCl well (in the northeast corner of the
survey), just north of the central fault block. This anomaly indicates the existence of
a higher ash content coal or a greater amount of sand in the Fruitland Formation in
this location. Either case results in less coal and lower gas storage capacity for this
area. A higher ash content coal is expected to have less cleat development and would
result in lower permeability for this area (Mavor, 1991).
The rest of the P-to-Sl map shows a consistent P-to-S velocity ratio of about 2.0
to 2.1. This is an indication that there are no major lithologic variations in the survey
area between the top of the upper producing zone and the Pictured Cliffs event, other
than the anomaly referred to above.
7.4 Fast-Slow Shear-Wave Amplitude Analysis
When the fast and slow shear-wave data were picked for the three horizons using
Landmark software, amplitudes were extracted for each horizon. These amplitudes
show considerable variation over the survey area. The amplitude variations may indi
cate variable velocity, density, or thickness of the coals. Previous work indicates that
the coal thickness does not vary greatly over the survey area (Figure 7.9)(Sonnenberg,
1992).
Density variations may be caused by changes in the ash content of the coal
(Mavor, 1991), or to a lesser extent by the rank of the coal (as determined by its
vitrinite reflectance) (Jones et al., 1988). Neither the ash content or the rank of the
coal at the Hamilton #3 well are anomalous in this area (Section 6.5.2).










Fig. 7.7. P-to-Sl velocity ratio map -u-itli 5x5 median filter smoothing. The ivhite
zones in the southwest corner of the suiA"ey are due to the displacements of the faults
on the P-wa^■e data in this area. Faults from the P-wave interpretation have been
superimposed for reference. This map should be used in preference to Figure 7.8 since
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Fig. 7.8. P-to-S2 velocity ratio map with ox-j median filter smoothing. The white
zones in the southwest corner of the survey are due to the displacements of the faults
on the P-wave data in this area. Faults from the P-wave interpretation have been
superimposed for reference. The map of Figure 7.8 should be used in preference to
this map since the SI velocity is less dependent on coal fracturing.
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and by local stress relief. Velocity variations will have an effect on both the acoustic
impedance and the time-thickness of the coalbeds. Since the coalbeds are less than
half a seismic wavelength in thickness, a velocity decrease will mean that both of
these effects will increase the reflection amplitude of the coalbeds.
• A decrease in the velocity will result in a decreased acoustic impedance for the
coal, giving a larger negative reflection coefficient.
• A decrease in the velocity will result in an increased time-thickness for the coal,
increasing the total reflectivity of the event.
The effect of the velocity variations may be seen in Figure 7.10 which shows
the variation of total event reflectivity for variations in velocity and coal thickness.
Velocity measurements on core samples of coal from the Hamilton #3 well show a
shear-wave velocity range from 3000 feet per second for a fractured coal, to 4300
feet per second for an unfractured coal (Blott, 1993). Pennington (1993) showed,
using a Kuster-Toksoz model, that even lower velocities could be expected for highly
fractured coal with fracture porosity less than two percent.
The petrophysical model of Thomson (1993) shows that the velocity of heavily
fractured coal may be much lower than the lowest velocity determined from cores
(Figure 7.5). Such heavily fractured core samples would not have been recovered
from the coring operation since they would disintegrate. Thirteen percent of the
core from the Hamilton #3 well was lost in the field (Western Cretaceous Coal Seam
Project, 1989), presumably because it was too fractured to be recovered. It should
be expected that the minimum coal velocity is much less than that indicated by the
core sample measurements.
The average coal thickness in the survey area is about 16 feet. Figure 7.11
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Fig. 7.9. Isopach map of basal Fruitland coal (From Sonnenberg, 1992). Coal thick


















Fig. 7.10. Reflection response model for variable coal thickness and velocity. Black
is the maximum response for the model parameters considered. The parameters used
m generating these thin-bed models are listed in Table 7.1. Note that the P-wave




parameters listed in Table 7.1. The shear-wave reflectivity range for the expected
range of velocities is -0.11 (at 4300 feet/sec) to -0.18 (at 3000 feet/sec), an increase
of 64 percent for the lower velocity. Well logs indicate that the lower producing coal
ranges in thickness from 15 to 18 feet in the survey area. The shear-wave reflectivity
range for this range in thickness, using a constant coal velocity of 3600 ft/sec, is -0.14
(for 15 ft) to -0.15 (for 18 ft), and increase of 7 percent for the thicker coal. The
expected coal velocity variations due to fracturing have a much greater effect on the
reflection amplitudes than do the expected thickness variations.
Thin Bed Response Parameters
Parameter P-wave S-wave
Coal Density (gr/cc) 1.5 1.5
Coal Velocity (ft/sec) 7500 3000
Sandstone Density(gr/cc) 2.5 2.5
Sandstone Velocity (ft/sec) 12500 7500
Minimum frequency (hz) 18 8
Dominant frequency (hz) 40 14
Maximum frequency (hz) 100 30
15 ft response 0.152 0.175
18 ft response 0.175 0.190
Increase (percent) 15 8.6
Table 7.1. Parameters used to compute thin bed response for P-wave and S-wave
Elastic parameters were take from Pennington (1992). The coal velocities represent
dominant values.
7.4.1 Amplitude Extraction
Three events were picked on both the fast and slow shear-wave migrated sections
using Landmark Graphics Corporation's TurboZAP!^ software. The amplitudes of
^TurboZAP! is a trademzirk of Landmark Graphics Corporation.
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Fig. 7.11. Reflection response for variable velocity and fixed coal thickness of 16
feet. Horizontal scale is in feet per second. The parameters used in generating these
thin-bed models are listed in Table 7.1.
each event for each trace were extracted from the picking. The Si and 82 amplitudes
have been mapped and displayed (Figures 7.12 and 7.13). The largest amplitudes
of the 82 dataset are nearly double those of the 81 dataset. This is expected since
fractures aligned in the 81 (northwest) direction have a greater effect on the 82
amplitudes.
The amplitude anomaly observed on the 82 dataset corresponds closely with
the central east-west ridge running through the survey area (Figures 2.1 and 2.2).
It is natural to question whether this surface anomaly is the primary cause of the
reflection amplitude anomaly, either due to offset variations or to source-receiver
coupling variations in this region. If such were the case, similar anomalies should
be noted on the 81 dataset amplitudes since the source and receiver locations were
identical for both datasets. The 81 dataset does not show such an amplitude anomaly.
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Fig. 7.12. Relative reflection amplitude for fast (SI) shear-wave on top of lower
producing coal. There is much less variation in amplitude on this map compared with
the slow (82) shear-wave reflection (Figure 7.13). Faults from P-wave interpretation
have been superimposed for reference.
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Fig. 7.13. Relative reflection amplitude for slow (S2) shear-wave on top of lower pro
ducing coal. There is much greater variation in amplitude on this map compared with
the fast (SI) shear-wave reflection (Figure 7.12). Faults from P-wave interpretation
have been superimposed for reference.
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therefore we must conclude that the anomaly on the S2 dataset is not the result of
the data collection geometry.
7.4.2 Velocity Determination
Velocities may be computed from the thin-bed reflection response of the lower
producing coal for each shear-wave dataset and for the P-wave dataset if certain
assumptions are made. These assumptions are:
• The thickness of the coal does not vary.
• The velocity and density of the coal matrix do not vary.
• The velocity of the encasing rocks does not vary.
The expected thickness variations of the coals have been shown to have a minor
effect on the amplitude of the coalbed reflection, when compared to the velocity
variations expected due to fracturing. Variations do exist in the ash content of the
coals. A higher ash content increases both the velocity and density of the coal. This
will lower both the velocity and density contrast with the surrounding sandstones and
will result in a reduced reflection response. In order for a coalbed reflection to have a
greater negative amplitude anomaly, the ash content of the coal must decrease. The
density of a coal may be as low as 1.21 gr/cc if there is no ash content (Mavor, 1991).
Density logs from the Hamilton #3 well show zones with densities as low as 1.3 gr/cc,
as do logs from the Vanderslice 100 well two miles to the north. The P-to-Sl velocity
ratio map did not show zones of increased P-to-S velocity ratios which would indicate
the existence of lower coal densities. Although variations in the density of coals do
exist, it is unlikely that the matrix density of the lower producing coal decreases
greatly in the survey area.
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Velocities have been computed for the lower producing coal.for both the Si and
82 shear wave datasets. These velocities were computed using the parameters listed
in Table 7.1, except that the coal velocity was not fixed. The coal thickness was fixed
at 16 feet. A table of refiection amplitudes was computed for a range of coal velocities
as shown in Figure 7.11. In order to use this table, a reflection amplitude must be
referenced to a particular velocity in the table. The reference reflection amplitude
was chosen as the fiftieth percentile amplitude of the 81 reflection amplitudes. This
amplitude was referenced to the unfractured coal matrix shear-wave velocity of 4200
ft/sec. Other velocities were then computed relative to this reference. Any velocity
computed greater than 4200 ft/sec was set equal to this value. The velocities were
interpolated from the table of velocities versus amplitudes at each CDP in the survey.
Velocities were displayed in map format for both 81 (Figure 7.14) and 82 (Figure 7.15)
datasets.
7.4.3 Crack Density Computation
Crack densities have been computed for the lower producing coal using a method
similar to that described for the traveltime anisotropy. The inputs were the shear-
wave velocities computed from the lower producing coal reflection amplitudes for the
81 and 82 datasets. The output map of crack densities for the lower producing coal
is shown in Figure 7.16. This map shows crack densities ranging from near zero to
about 0.4 in the central region of the survey. There are a few zones near the edge
of the survey which have negative crack densities. Negative crack densities refer to
an apparent change in shear-wave velocity ratio, such that the 82/81 ratio is greater
than unity. This implies a change in polarization direction. 8ince these anomalies are
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Fig. 7.14. \ elocitv of lower producing coal computed from reflection amplitude fox-
fast (SI) shear-wave. The velocity has been computed assuming constant coal thick
ness, matrix velocity, and density. Compare the relatively stalxle SI velocities with
the more variable slow (S2) shear-wave velocities (Figure 7.15). Faults from P-wave
interpretation have been superimposed for reference.
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Fig. 7.15. Velocity of lower producing coal computed from refiectioii amplitude for
slow (S2) shear-wave. The velocity has been computed assuming constant coal thick
ness, matrix velocity, and density. Compare the relatively stable fast (SI) shear-wave
velocities (Figure 7.15) with the more variable S2 shear-wave velocities. Faults from
P-wave interpretation have been superimposed for reference.
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is diminished.
The crack densities computed from the time delay measurements (Figure 7.6)
and those computed from the reflection amplitudes of the lower producing coal (Fig
ure 7.16) compare very well, considering they are computed from two diflPerent inputs.
The same anomalous areas of high crack density appear on both maps. The faults on
the western edge of the survey do not allow the time delay measurements to be used
reliably in this area, but the zone in the central fault block to the east is in excellent
agreement. The crack densities derived from the reflection amplitudes show greater
detail than those computed using traveltimes.
The zone between lines 20 and 45, and CDPs 45 and 60, just north of the
Hamilton #3 well shows very high crack densities. This zone is near the termination
of two strike-slip faults connected by a northwest trending fault. This is an area
which would have maximum compressive stress to the northwest and stress relief to
the northeast. Further to the east, near line 55, the faults bounding the central fault
block bend to the north. Another region of maximum northwest compressive stress
has developed, creating stress relief to the northeast and opening the fractures in this
direction. A shadow zone is developed in the central fault block at line 50 where the
stress is reduced in the northwest direction. Natural boundaries appear to exist at
the two northwest trending strike-slip faults shown on Figure 7.16.
A zone of lower crack density is developed near the Hamilton #3 well. Production
of this well has reduced formation pressures in this area. This would allow fractures
to close, reducing the crack density. A boundary appears to exist at the northwest
trending strike-slip fault nearest the Hamilton #3 well with greater crack density to
the east of this fault. The southern half of the block to the east of this fault shows
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Fig. 7.16. Crack density derived from lower producing coal amplitude anisotropy
estimate. Faults from the P-wa\"e interpretation have been superimposed for reference.
Compare with Figure 7.6.
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the southern east-west fault may have created permeability avenues into the southern
half of the block allowing partial drainage.
This reveals the potential for the use of multicomponent seismology in the mon
itoring of petroleum production from fractured reservoirs. It may be possible to
determine the area affected by the pressure reduction from producing wells. This
could be an effective means of determining the location of pressure boundaries which
could not be detected by other methods.
7.5 P-Wave Amplitude Analysis
P-wave reflection amplitude variations for the lower producing coal should be
useful for determining properties of the coalbeds useful for reservoir characterization.
Amplitude maxima in the central fault block exceed the background amplitudes by a
factor of nearly 2-to-l (Figure 7.17). The properties which are of primary importance
for the P-wave reflection amplitude are:
• coalbed thickness,
• ash content and rank of the coal,
• impedance of the surrounding rocks,
• fracture porosity of the coal,
• fluid fllling the coal fractures, and
• local stress.
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Fig. 7.17. Relative reflection amplitude for compressional wave data on top of lower




The coalbed thickness has been shown to vary little over the survey area, and
the effects of the variation have been shown to have little effect on the shear-wave
amplitudes. There is a greater dependence of the P-wave amplitudes on coalbed
thickness variations due to the greater bandwidth of the P-wave data.
Figure 7.11 shows the variation expected in the reflection response for a 16 foot
coal, using the parameters listed in Table 7.1. Well logs indicate that the lower
producing coal ranges in thickness from 15 to 18 feet in the survey area (Figure 7.9).
The P-wave reflectivity range for this range in thickness, using a constant coal velocity
of 7500 ft/sec, is -0.152 (for 15 ft) to -0.175 (for 18 ft), an increase of 15 percent for
the thicker coal. The expected coal thickness variations have a greater effect on the
P-wave reflection amplitudes than was seen for the shear-wave amplitudes, but this
is not sufficient to explain the observed amplitude variations.
7.5.2 Coal Rank and Ash Content
One measure of the rank, or thermal maturity, of coals is the vitrinite reflectance
(Law, 1992a). The vitrinite reflectance measurements for the Hamilton #3 well in
dicate a value of 0.75 mean random VRo% (Western Cretaceous Coal Seam Project,
1989). This value is not anomalous since it agrees with contoured values of vitrinite
reflectance for the San Juan Basin (Scott et al, 1991). This vitrinite reflectance value
indicates a Rock-Eval Tmax of 440 degrees Celsius, much hotter than the measured
bottom hole temperature of 63 degrees Celsius. The maximum temperature attained
IS the dominant factor in determining the vitrinite reflectance of coals (Pawlewicz,
1993). Therefore, the coal matured at a much higher temperature than exists today
and the current heat anomaly (Figure 6.6) is not sufficient to alter the thermal ma-
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tunty attained during coalification. We must conclude that the density of the coal is
not affected by an anomalously high rank.
The addition of ash to the coal increases both the density of the coal and the
velocity of the coal. Velocity measurements on coal core samples show the effect of
a greater ash content on the velocity is more pronounced on the shear-wave velocity
than the P-wave velocity, causing a decrease in the P-to-S velocity ratio for increasing
ash content (Blott, 1992a). Since both the density and velocity are affected, variations
in the ash content of a coal will have a large effect on the reflection amplitude.
In order to match the amplitude variations noted in Figure 7.17 the ash content
of the coals in the Hamilton #3 well would be required to be much less than that
found elsewhere in the survey area. The average density over the bottom 16 feet of
lower producing coal for the Vanderslice 100 well, approximately two miles north, is
1.495 gr/cc. The Hamilton #3 density over the bottom 20 feet of lower producing
coal is 1.520 gr/cc. The difference in coal density (ash content) over this interval
between these two wells is insignificant. We must conclude that the ash content of
coals at the Hamilton #3 location is not anomalously low.
7.5.3 Impedance of Encasing Rocks
The impedance of the overlying and underlying rocks may vary, but this vari
ability is expected to be less than that of the coals. The rocks encasing the coals are
dominantly sandstones from the Fruitland Formation. These sandstones are reported
to be tight, silty sands (Heim, 1993) and are expected to have a uniform seismic
velocity. The density of these sandstones is expected to be very consistent at about
2.5 gr/cc.
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7.5.4 Fracture Porosity of Coal
The fracture porosity of the coal is expected to vary from a low of zero to a
maximum of about 1.6 percent (Puri et ai, 1991). As described in an earlier section,
the fracture porosity may be tied to the fracture density using a linear relationship
(Equation 7.11). Therefore an estimate of the fracture porosity variations may be
made using the fracture densities computed from the S2-to-Sl velocity ratio. This
variable fracture porosity may be used when computing other parameters.
If the porosity were to increase beyond what had been anticipated, it would not
have a large effect on the P-wave velocity of the coalbed. If porosity is increased
from 0.5 to 3 percent then the P-wave velocity decreases by 3.5 percent (Figure 7.18).
This results in a 5 percent increase in reflection amplitude from a 16 foot coalbed. In
creases beyond the maximum anticipated crack porosity of 1.6 percent would increase
reflection amplitude by less than 2 percent.
7.5.5 Properties of Fluids Filling Fractures
The bulk modulus of the fluid fllling the cracks in the coals has an effect on the
velocity of the fractured coal. In the Cedar Hill field, the fluid is expected to be either
gas or water. The bulk modulus of gas is far less than that of water, so the effect on
the coal velocity and its reflection amplitude can be large.
The P-wave velocity of a fractured coal has been modeled using Thomsen's petro-
physical model, as outlined above. The parameters used simulate a transition from a
gas-filled reservoir to a water saturated reservoir by a continuous linear variation of
the bulk modulus of the crack fllling fluid (Table 7.2). The P-wave velocity predicted
by this model is plotted as a function of fluid bulk modulus in Figure 7.19. The






Fig. 7.18. Variation of fractured coal P-wave velocity with crack porosity. The crack
porosity is filled with gas. Crack density is set at 20 percent. There is very little
variation in velocity for porosities greater than one percent. Please refer to Table 7.2
for input elastic parameters for gas and water.
P-Wave Petrophysical Model
Parameter Gas Water
Density (gr/cc) 0.061 1.027
Velocity (kft/sec) 1.460 4.950
Bulk Modulus (GPa) 0.0114 2.20
Table 7.2. Table of crack fiuid parameter extrema. These parameters were inputs
for the computation of the data input to Figure 7.19 for the variation of fractured
coal P-wave velocity with bulk modulus of the crack filling fiuid. The velocity of
the methane gas was computed using the reservoir temperature (120 degree F) and
pressure (1362 psi) supplied by Robin Heim (1993), and the method as described in





Fluid Bulk Modulus (GPa)
Fig. 7.19. Variation of fractured coal P-wave velocity with bulk modulus of the
crack filling fluid. The leftmost extreme indicates gas-saturated fractures while the
rightmost extreme indicates water-filled fractures. The crack density used for this
model was 20 percent, porosity was 1.5 percent. Please refer to Table 7.2 for input
elastic parameters for gas and water.
8200 ft/sec to 7100 ft/sec, or about a 13 percent reduction in velocity. This velocity
variation results in a 27 percent increase in P-wave reflection amplitude for a 16-foot
coal (Figure 7.11).
Initial water saturation in the Cedar Hill field is "much less than one hundred
percent (Heim, 1993). The water saturation is believed to be on the order of 85
percent. Gas-water mixtures with a few percent gas have a much higher compress
ibility than pure water, and the reflection response may be indistinguishable from
that of a pure gas response (Domenico, 1976). We should not expect to see a notice
able reflectivity difference for the in situ gas saturation variations expected in this
reservoir.
Published petrophysical studies of coal samples indicate little P-wave velocity
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difference between water saturated and dry samples at reservoir, pressure (Yu et al.,
1993).
7.5.6 Stress
Stress is the most difficult quantity to determine which affects the seismic veloc
ities (and amplitudes). The effects of stress on seismic velocities in coal (Yu et ai,
1993) and its effects on coal permeability (Gash et al., 1993) may be measured in the
laboratory. However, the effect of stress on either of these quantities is very difficult
to measure in the field due to the fact that it is difficult to directly determine stress
in the field.
It is possible to determine areas of variable stress through the use of shear-wave
anisotropy as described earlier in this thesis. Stress variations have been interpreted
from the maps of crack densities for the Pruitland coals. Variations in stress have
an effect on both the shear-wave and the P-wave velocities in Jurassic coals (Yu et
al., 1993) (Figure 7.20). The P-wave velocity is affected little by changes in confining
pressure until the pressure is reduced below 4 to 8 MPa (580 to 1160 psi), at which
point the velocity drops rapidly with confining stress. The effects are much greater for
air dried, as opposed to water saturated specimens. For gas saturated Jurassic coals
m an overpressured (low stress) reservoir environment, P-wave and S-wave velocities
may be reduced by up to 20 percent.
Blott (1992a) has examined the variation of P-wave and S-wave velocities with
stress for Cretaceous Fruitland coal taken from Hamilton #3 well core samples. These
experiments show a similar trend to those on Jurassic coals shown in Figure 7.20, but
show an even greater dependence of the velocity on confining pressure (Figure 7.21).
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Fig. 7.20. Variation P-wave (a) and S-wave (b) velocities with confining pressure
(From (Yu et ai, 1993). Reservoir pressure at Cedar Hill is about 9.4 MPa (1362
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Fig. 7.21. Variation P-wave (left) and S-wave (right) velocities with confining pres
sure (From Blott, 1992a). Measurements taken on coal core samples from the Hamil
ton #3 well. Reservoir pressure at Cedar Hill is about 1362 psi. Note the rapid drop
in velocity for lower confining pressures (stress).
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30 percent. These figures are for water saturated coals. Gas saturated coals would be
expected to show a greater reduction in velocity with a similar reduction in confining
pressure. The coal samples tested in these experiments were those recovered from
coring operation which were competent enough to be tested. The most fractured
coals could not be recovered from coring operations. The effects of reduced stress on
the more fractured coals are expected to be greater than those on the samples tested.
Velocity reduction with reduced stress should be expected to exceed 30 percent for
gas-saturated fractured Fruitland coals in the Cedar Hill field.
7.5.7 Controls on P-Wave Amplitude
Several factors influence the P-wave reflection amplitude for the lower producing
coal. These factors, in order of significance for the variations observed on the data
are:
• local stress (greater than 30 percent),
• fluid filling the coal fractures (up to 27 percent),
• coalbed thickness (up to 15 percent),
• ash content of the coal (less than 5 percent),
• impedance of the encasing rocks (less than 5 percent),and
• fracture porosity of the coal (less than 5 percent).
The most important factor for P-wave amplitude variations from coalbed refiection
events is the stress field variability. The existence of stress variations has been estab
lished in this area from the analysis of the shear-wave seismic data. The fluid filling
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the fractures is probably much less Important than Indicated due to the effects of
partial gas saturation.
7.5.8 P-Wave Velocities
P-wave velocities have been computed from the P-wave amplitudes using a
method similar to that used for the shear-wave velocity computation. The amplitude
reference was set with the maximum velocity (8200 ft/sec) at the fiftieth percentile
amplitude. The coal thickness was taken to be a constant 16 feet. The parame
ters used are listed in Table 7.1. The velocities were mapped and are displayed in
Figure 7.22.
The P-wave velocity map for the lower producing coal shows the same anomalies
as did the P-wave amplitude map (Figure 7.17). Much of the low amplitude variability
has been removed due to the assignment of the fiftieth percentile amplitude to the
maximum velocity. Very low velocities have been computed for the region between
lines 68 and 90, and CDPs 50 and 60. The lowest velocities approach 5000 ft/sec.
This is the eastern end of a sinuous low velocity anomaly which extends to the west-
southwest, ending just to the northeast of the Hamilton ̂ 3 well. Another low velocity
trend runs parallel about 20 CDPs (1200 ft) south of the central fault block.
The P-wave velocity map for the lower producing coal (Figure 7.22) should be
compared with the crack density map computed from the shear-wave data for the
same interval (Figure 7.16). The anomalies on both of these maps are dependent on
local stress variations in the coal. The pattern of the P-wave velocity anomaly and
the crack density anomaly in the central fault block are very similar. Both are weaker
immediately around the Hamilton ̂ 3 well and to the west of this well. Both increase











Fig. 7.22. P-Tvave interval velocity of lover producing coal, computed from thin-bed
amplitude response. Coal was assumed to have a constant thickness of 16 feet. The
parameters used are listed in Table 7.1.
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Hamilton #1A well. The two maps differ to the north and west of the Hamilton #3
well where there is a strong crack density anomaly, but not a distinct P-wave velocity
low.
The high-velocity, low crack density, anomaly around the Hamilton #3 well
IS likely caused by the reduction in fluid pressure around this well due to coalbed
methane production. The reduction in pressure is expected to be anisotropic and pref
erential in the northwest direction, due to open cleats in this direction, and bounded
to the northeast by a northwest trending strike-slip fault. The zone to the northeast
of the fault is not affected. This anomaly is an indication that petroleum production
from fractured reservoirs may be monitored using multicomponent seismology.
The crack density anomalies north of the Hamilton #3 and the Hamilton #1A
wells show very diflferent P-wave velocity anomalies. The one north of the Hamilton
#1A well requires stress reduction along with high crack density; a case for an over-
pressured coal reservoir. The other, north of the Hamilton #3 well does not show the
P-wave velocity anomaly, suggesting that the stress is not relieved in this region as it
is to the east; a case for a normal pressured reservoir.
The area to the west, north of the Hamilton #3 well, is faulted with greater
vertical displacement on the faults than the area to the east. These faults may
have caused sufficient fracturing in the rocks encasing the coals to create fracture
permeability avenues. The northwest trending fault which connects two east-west
strike-slip faults is expected to contribute to the permeability in this region. The
connected permeability has allowed the Hamilton ̂ 3 well to drain this area to the
north and west, reducing reservoir pressure. Although there is a high crack density
in this region, because the coals are not overpressured, the P-wave velocity is not
reduced to the same degree as on the eastern side of the survey.
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This area coincides with an overpressure-to-normal-pressure transition zone (GRI
1987-1990 Report). Johnson (1991) interpreted zones of severe differential com
paction around section 30 (Figure 1.5). These zones were interpreted as forming
a pressure seal, containing the overpressure. The east-west faults interpreted here
are in line with two of these zones to the west of section 30.
A decrease in coal rank to the southwest from section 30 reduces the permeability
of coals in this direction. This is believed to be one of the primary causes of a high
potentiometric gradient, creating a overpressure boundary on the southwest edge of
the Cedar Hill field (Close, 1993; Meek, 1993). This coal rank gradient is to the
southwest (Scott etai, 1991), whereas the anomalies noted from the seismic data are
to the west and northwest of the Hamilton #3 well. The anomalous amplitudes and
crack density are attributed to production and reduction of pressure by the Hamilton
#3 well.
7.5.9 Reservoir Fluid Pressure
The P-wave velocities computed above may be used to compute estimates of
reservoir fluid pressures for the lower producing coal. High reservoir fluid pressure
reduces confining stress resulting in lower velocities. The original reservoir fluid pres
sure m the Cahn #1 well was reported to be 1562 psi (Young, 1991), and in the
Hamilton #3 well 1302 psi (Western Cretaceous Coal Seam Project, 1989) or 1559
psi (Meek, 1993). The reservoir pressure at the time the seismic survey was acquired
near the Hamilton #3 well is believed to be about 800 psi. This is based on a well
test pressure of 760 psi on June 1, 1992 for the Hamilton #3R well drilled 92 feet to
the east of the Hamilton #3 well and on a well test pressure of 1113 on February 2,
1991 for the Federal FCl well in the northeast of section 30 (Heim, 1993).
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If the original maximum reservoir fluid pressure (1562 psi) is equal to the max
imum pressure in the isolated cells, and the current connected reservoir pressure
(excluding isolated cells) is 800 psi, we may use an inverse linear relationship between
pressure and seismic velocity to compute a map of reservoir pressure for the survey
area. For this purpose, a pressure of 1562 psi is related to a velocity of 5000 ft/sec
and the background pressure of 800 psi is tied to a velocity of 8200 ft/sec. Please refer
to Figure 7.23 for a map of estimated reservoir fluid pressure. It must be recognized
that the assumptions made in computing the P-wave velocity map are also made in
the computation of this map. Additional assumptions have been made regarding the
exact relationship between reservoir pressure and seismic velocity.
The maps of reservoir fluid pressure (Figure 7.23) and crack density (Figure 7.16)
have been overlain and displayed in Figure 7.24. Horizontal lines are used to represent
crack density and vertical lines for reservoir fluid pressure. The overlap zones between
the pressure and crack density anomalies may be seen more easily on this map.
7.6 Summary
The post-stack polarization analysis has indicated local variations in the direction
of stress for the overburden rocks above the Fruitland Formation. These variations
agree with the structure mapped at the level of the lower producing coal. Therefore,
these same local variations in stress direction are believed to be valid at this level. The
central fault block shows anomalously high anisotropy which is caused by variations
in local stress within this fault block. This anomalously high anisotropy has been
computed for an interval containing all of the coals and for the lower producing coal
only.
Detailed amplitude analysis of the lower producing coal has indicated that there
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Reservoir Fluid Pressure (psi)
Fig. 7.23. Reservoir fluid pressure map of lower producing coal, computed from
thill-bed amplitude response. Computed using relationship between P-wave velocity
(Figure 7.22) and confining stress. Ma.ximum reservoir pressure of 1562 psi corre
sponds to a P-wave velocity of 5000 ft/sec and minimum reservoir pressure of 800 psi
corresponds to a P-wave velocity of 8200 ft/sec.
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Fig. 7.24. Map of reservoir fluid pressure (vertical lines) and crack density (horizontal
lines) for lower producing coal. This is a combined display of Figure 7.23and Fig
ure 7.16. The zones with both horizontal and vertical lines indicate the best reservoir
potential.
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IS greater than 40 percent anisotropy within the central fault block at the level of
the lower producing coal. P-wave amplitude anomalies indicate that the eastern part
of the central fault block is overpressured while the western part is not. Pressure
relief due to production from the Hamilton ̂ ^3 well could account for the pressure
differences.
A low crack density and high P-wave velocity anomaly immediately east and
north of the Hamilton #3 well is caused by the reduction in fluid pressure near this
well. The reduction in pressure has caused cracks to close and stress to increase.
The directionality of the anomaly is inline with the open fracture directions. A
zone to the northeast of the well, orthogonal to the open fracture direction, does
not appear to be affected. There appears to be a pressure boundary between this
well and the overpressured zone to the northeast, caused by a northwest trending
strike-slip fault. This localized anomaly near a producing well indicates the potential
of multicomponent seismology as a tool for monitoring the production of petroleum
from fractured reservoirs.
The anomalous crack densities north of the Hamilton #3 well and near the Hamil
ton #1A well agree with fault trends in these areas. The P-wave amplitude/velocity
anomaly in the central fault block indicates the presence of an overpressured cell which
is not in communication with the Hamilton #3 well. The identification of isolated
reservoir compartments would explain much of the variation in well productivity in
the Cedar Hill field.
The Hamilton #3R well was drilled 92 feet to the east of the Hamilton #3
well as a redrill to allow the use of an alternative completion technique, the cavity
completion. Production from the Hamilton ̂ 3R well is approximately ten times
that of the original well. While cavity completions have commonly increased the
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productivity of coalbed methane wells, increases of this magnitude are difficult to
explain with a homogeneous reservoir model. If the redrill well cavity completion
broke the pressure barrier to the northwest of the Hamilton #3 well, the additional




Key conclusions of this thesis are:
• Pressure cells have been formed by strike-slip faults
• Zones of high crack density are caused by local stress variations due to the
strike-slip faults.
• Three-dimensional data are required to obtain continuous coverage over the sur
vey area and to provide the dense spatial sampling needed for the identification
subtle features.
• The integration of multicomponent seismology with petrophysics, reservoir en
gineering, and geology enabled a quantitative characterization of this coalbed
methane reservoir.
The integration of shear-wave and P-wave seismic data with petrophysical mea
surements on core samples and reservoir simulation results has made possible the
identification of pressure cells in a coalbed methane reservoir. Although the reservoir
structure is not particularly complex, the structure does have an effect on localized
stress and reservoir compartmentalization. Local stress relief near strike-slip faults
and isolated pressure cells appear to offer areas of superior reservoir potential for
coalbed methane.
A key to the success of this study is the use of 3-D seismic data. The interpreta
tion of strike-slip faulting, the determination of coherency of polarization directions.
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the recognition of the patterns of amplitude anomalies were possible with the dense
spatial sampling of 3-D. The use of a 3-D data collection geometry has allowed the
examination of polarizations as they vary with source-receiver olFset and azimuth. If
3-D data had not been available, polarizations may have been erroneously interpreted
as varying with source-receiver offset and not as a function of spatial position.
The methods developed in this research for pre-stack polarization analysis have
allowed the efficient statistical analysis of large amounts of pre-stack surface seis
mic data. The use of a quality estimate in the polarization analysis has enabled
the analysis of the data to be carried out without visually inspecting the records for
good" quality data. The average polarization angles from this analysis agree well
with an independent analysis of the surface data using visual inspection and with
the analysis of polarizations from VSP data. Variations in the polarization direction
are attributed to spatial variations in the direction of open fracturing as shown by
post-stack polarization analysis of these data. The variance of the pre-stack polariza
tion data agree with the variability of the post-stack polarizations over the region of
reflection coverage.
Pre-stack amplitude variations with offset, for the lower producing coal, are
consistent with the model of an SH-wave reflection from a low-velocity layer. If
data are collected parallel and perpendicular to the natural polarization direction,
through a medium which behaves as a transversely isotropic material with a horizontal
axis of symmetry (TIH), then the medium may be considered as isotropic in each
direction. The amplitude distribution varies little with offset in this case compared
to the variation in the near offset reflectivity. The primary anisotropic effects for thin
bed reflections may be best observed from their amplitudes on stacked data.
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Analysis of the post-stack polarizations has shown variations of the polarization
direction of the fast shear-wave. This implies that the direction of open fractures
in the rocks overlying the coals is variable as well. The variations determined from
the polarization analysis are consistent with variations in the structure mapped from
the P-wave data. In particular, the polarization directions on the east side of the
survey follow the strike of the structure in this region, and polarization variations are
associated with the two major east-west faults through the center of the survey.
This survey method has been successful in mapping local variations in the di
rection of open fractures near subsurface structural changes. These variations in
fracture direction are critical to the characterization of directional permeability in
coalbed methane reservoirs.
Analysis of post-migration differential time delays between fast and slow split
shear-wave data indicates a dominant direction of anisotropy which agrees with the
pre-stack and post-stack data analysis. The area within the central fault block
appears to have locally high (eight percent) anisotropy in the zone between the upper
producing coal and the Pictured Cliffs Formation.
Determination of crack densities from the post-migration timing analysis yields
maximum crack densities of about eight percent. Amplitude analysis of the two split
shear-wave migrations indicates a crack density of up to 40 percent for the lower
producing coal. This agrees well with results from differential timing analysis if a
crack density of 3.6 percent is used for the rocks encasing the coals. This crack density
for the encasing rocks is within the range noted for the overburden anisotropy. The
resolution obtained from amplitude analysis is superior to that from timing analysis.
Large variations in P-wave amplitudes are controlled by local stress variations.
When used in conjunction with the crack densities computed from the shear-wave
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data, areas of optimum reservoir potential can be identified. These areas are charac
terized by high fracture density and low stress. Anomalously low crack densities and
P-wave amplitudes near the Hamilton ̂ 3 well may be caused by increased stress from
the reduction of reservoir pressure due to gas production from this well. Potential
exists for monitoring the production of fiuids from fractured reservoirs using multi-
component seismology. High P-wave amplitudes indicate an untapped overpressured
zone on the eastern end of the central fault block.
The analysis of the shear-wave data in this survey has proven an effective means
of determining the direction and density of open fractures which agrees with struc
tural mapping of the compressional wave data. The compressional wave refiection
amplitudes are used to determine areas of reduced stress, indicating overpressure.
When used together, the shear-wave and P-wave data can be used to define areas of
greatest reservoir potential.
Detailed analysis of traveltime differences and amplitude differences between
the split shear-wave sections have allowed the definition of variations in anisotropy
within the immediate zone of interest. Both of these methods are in agreement over
the zone of the Fruitland coals. These methods both allow for the computation of
crack density from the degree of anisotropy. The crack density is parameterized in
terms of fracture spacing and aspect ratio, and so is of direct interest to reservoir
engineers as an indicator of permeability.
It is quite probable that other areas of greater structural complexity, such as
the South Casper Creek field, have considerably more complex shear-wave polariza
tions than have been determined at Cedar Hill. These more complex polarization
distributions, in an area such as the South Casper Creek field, may lead to the ap
pearance of incoherent data as variable source - receiver offsets and azimuths will be
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polarized differently. At Cedar Hill, the complexity of the problem is largely two-
dimensional since the polarizations do not appear to change with depth. In a more
complex tectonic case, such as South Casper Creek, the complexity is certain to be
three-dimensional and, as such, requires a much more complex solution. At Cedar
Hill many assumptions were made which required a flat layered earth model. This is
clearly not the case at South Casper Creek. A complete solution for South Casper
Creek may require an anisotropic tomographic inversion for variable degree and di
rection of anisotropy as a function of depth and spatial position. This would be a
truly ambitious project.
The Reservoir Characterization Project has concentrated on acquiring and an
alyzing integrated datasets which include multicomponent 3-D seismic data, VSPs,
well logs, cores, engineering data, and geologic fleld studies. This study highlights
the importance of the integration of these data for a comprehensive reservoir charac
terization.
7.8 Recommendations
Key recommendations of this thesis are:
• P-wave seismic data should be used to deflne pressure variations.
• Shear-wave seismic data should be used to define crack density variations.
• Three-dimensional multicomponent data are required for reservoir characteri
zation.
• Studies must be integrated to obtain quantitative results.
• The current regulations requiring 320 acre well spacing in Cedar Hill fleld should
be reviewed.
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• A reservoir simulation must be done to confirm the pressure cells and fiow
boundaries identified in this thesis.
This is a report on Phase IV of the Reservoir Characterization Project. Two
previous multicomponent 3-D seismic surveys have been collected, processed, and
interpreted. It is to be expected that there has been a very steep learning curve in
the use of this technology in three different areas. Much of the recommendations are
therefore of a refinement nature rather than giving entire new direction to the field
of multicomponent seismology.
This is the first publication of a seismic study of the Fruitland Formation in the
San Juan basin. It has shown heterogeneity in a reservoir previously thought to be
very homogeneous. Faults, pressure cells, zones of increased fracture development,
and zones of greater ash content coals or less coal and more sand have all been
identified. Clearly, seismic data is a very useful tool for reservoir characterization in
the Cedar Hill area and should be used in the future.
This survey has proven to be an effective tool for defining zones of high crack
density and low stress (high reservoir fiuid pressure). These areas should be optimum
drilling locations for coalbed methane. While not all of these methods will be eco
nomically viable in the San Juan Basin, it is possible that they will find application
elsewhere. A key finding of this research is that several of the methods used have
confirmed one another. Therefore, it may be possible to effectively use one of the
lower cost methods, such and P-wave amplitude analysis, due to its correlation with
the other more expensive methods. Seismology has seen little use in the exploration
and development of coalbed methane fields due to perceived non-economic return on
investment. The use of refiection seismic data is encouraged in this area to obtain
a better understanding of the subsurface for improved well locations and reservoir
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development.
The subtle strike-slip faults, and stress relief near these faults, are key to the com-
partmentalization and enhanced permeability in coalbed methane reservoirs. Multi-
component seismology has been shown to be an effective means of indentifying these
pressure boundaries. Optimum well placement for vertical cavity completion wells
should be directly on one of these sealing faults. The cavity completion would be ex
pected to disrupt the pressure seal, enabling production from both sides of the fault.
In the case of multiple en-echelon sealing faults, a horizontal well drilled perpendicular
to the faults would be the most effective means of draining the reservoir.
The potential has been demonstrated for the use of multicomponent seismology
in monitoring gas production from a fractured coalbed methane reservoir. This appli
cation should be tested in a production setting by shooting one seismic survey before
placing a well in production and another survey after sufficient production has taken
place to affect the reservoir pressure over several acres. This could provide an effective
tool for optimizing coalbed methane reservoir development. Pressure boundaries near
wells should stand out clearly and well-to-well interaction will be better understood.
The heterogeneity of the coalbed methane reservoir, which has been brought to
light by this thesis, should provide impetus for a reassessment of the well spacing
requirements in the Cedar Hill Field. Two wells are currently producing from the
coals in section 30 T32N RlOW, but it is evident from the results of this study that
these two wells will not effectively drain this reservoir. More consideration must be
given to the nature of the local structural and stratigraphic variations in the reservoir
than has been the historical practice with arbitrary rules of "two wells per section."
The two critical and time consuming steps in processing the shear-wave data were
polarization analysis for the dominant polarization direction, and residual statics. A
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method has been developed in this thesis for automated analysis of the dominant
polarization direction using the pre-stack data. It is recommended that this method
be used on subsequent multicomponent surveys to increase the accuracy and eflaciency
of such analysis. A method should be developed to allow the integrated computation
of residual statics for both the Si and 82 datasets simultaneously. This would greatly
increase both the efficiency of the analysis of such statics and the quality of the static
solution.
The results of the post-stack polarization analysis, that the polarization direction
should change so rapidly over such a small area, were initially surprising. However,
when viewed with the structure of the coalbeds, it is reasonable to expect such vari
ations in the polarizations. It is recommended that post-stack polarization analysis
be carried out on all future surveys. It may serve as an important aid, used in con
junction with structure mapped from compressional wave data, in determining local
variations in stress which are of critical importance for reservoir engineering.
The methods described in this thesis for determining the degree of anisotropy
should be generally applicable. The time-delay analysis method has been shown to
agree well with the amplitude analysis method in the zone of the Fruitland coals. It
IS recommended that the time-delay method be used for relatively thick formation
evaluation while the amplitude analysis method be reserved for thin beds. The anal
ysis of the amplitudes for the degree of directional anisotropy is relatively insensitive
to variations in the bed thickness since variations will be common-moded in the ratio.
The computation of crack density is a straightforward method which follows
directly from the computation of the degree of anisotropy. The method presented in
this thesis applies only to rocks with negligible equant porosity. It is recommended
that a similar method be developed which allows for the inclusion of equant porosity
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SO that this may be more generally applicable to other reservoirs.
The Reservoir Characterization Project should continue to investigate applica
tions of multicomponent seismology. Multicomponent seismology is being used very
little in the industry today. Advances have been made in the understanding of the
potential of multicomponent 3-D surveys to solve critical reservoir description prob
lems when used in conjunction with reservoir simulations. The greatest potential for
a combined effort between geophysics and petroleum engineering exists here due to
the fact that the geophysicist is able to solve directly for parameters of interest to
the reservoir engineer: permeability, the direction of permeability, and resevoir pres
sure. This work should be continued to advance our understanding of what definition
of the subsurface is possible through the use of multicomponent seismic data. The
economics at the time will dictate when and where such technology should be ap
plied, but if the technology is not available or well understood, the economic choice
of application will not be possible.
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Fig. A.l. Migrated P-Wave Line 30.
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Fig. A.3. Migrated P-Wave Line 80.
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Fig. A.4. Migrated Sl-Wave Line 30.
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The sectional correlation method (described in Chapter 7) has been tested for
accuracy using synthetic traces with a bandwidth similar to the migrated data shown
in Figure 7.3. Events were specified at times of 1000,1090, and 1180 ms and convolved
with a zero-phase bandpass filter with corner frequencies of 6,12,15, and 25 hz. These
events show a similar response to the migrated data (Figure B.l). A second synthetic
section was generated with progressive time delays, distributed linearly over the 64
synthetic traces, for the middle and deepest events. These delays ranged from 0 to 8
ms for the middle event and 0 to 18 ms for the deepest event. These delays indicate
a range of simulated anisotropy from 0 to 9 percent for the middle event and 0 to 10
percent for the deepest event.
The bandlimited wavelets used in this test overlap between the events, causing
a mixing of the response from each refiector. This mixing of the response reduces our
ability to separately determine the delay at each refiector. The purpose of this test
is to quantify the error in the determination of the time delays using the sectional
correlation method.
The sectional correlation program was run using the two datasets shown in Fig
ure B.l as inputs. Time delays were computed for both the middle and deepest events
relative to the shallowest event. The shallowest event is identical for both the Si and
82 input datasets. The output time delays are underestimated for the deepest event
due to interference with the shallower events, and are overestimated for the middle
event, due to interference with the deepest event (Figure B.2). The time delays are
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Fig. B.l. SI and 82 synthetic traces for sectional correlation test. Events have been
placed at 1000, 1090, and 1180 ms and convolved with a zero-phase bandpass filter
with corner frequencies of 6, 12, 15, and 25 hz. The 32 synthetic has additional time
delays for the lower two events which increase with trace number. These time delays
range from 0 to 8 ms for the middle event and 0 to 18 msec for the deepest event.
The scale along the bottom of the 82 synthetic indicates the range of anisotropy for
the time delay at the deepest event.
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Middle Reflector Input Delay
20 40
Trace Number
Fig. B.2. Graph of input and computed delay times for sectional correlation test.
The delays are slightly overestimated for the middle reflector and underestimated for
the deepest reflector. The data used are illustrated in Figure B.l.
Migrated P-Wave Line 50.
listed for the even numbered traces in Table B.l.
It may been seen from Figure B.2 and Table B.l that the largest error in time
delay for the middle event is less than 1.05 ms and for the deepest event is less than 1
ms. These time delay errors would cause an error in the estimated anisotropy of -0.5
percentage point for the deepest event. That is, the anisotropy would be estimated
at 9.5 percent, rather than 10 percent for the largest time delay.
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Table B.l. Sectional correlation test time delays.
